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'We didn't giV~
up our spring
break volunteering in
Cary or Vicksburg
or Chicago was
our spring break.'

Dr. J.B. Hulst and Don Vander Molen (junior, Pella, IA) work together

to shingle a house.

Dordt volunteers spend a busy
week painting and roofing
Eighty-five Oordt students devoted their week-long spring break in March to Christian service in Chicago,
Cary, or Vicksburg, Mississippi.
Over several years, Oordt student volunteers have made a tradition of traveling to Mississippi to help paint or
roof houses, put up new walls, or sort clothing.
This annual project is known on campus as PLiA (Putting Love Into Action). Although closely supported by
Student Services, the students do most of the planning, organizing and fund-raising for the project. Each student contributes $25 for traveling expenses and together they raise the rest by selling carnations on
Valentine's Oay, making and selling submarine sandwiches, and selling Oordt pins during basketball season.
Some of the students' home churches also support the group's work.
In the past, groups have gone to Cary and Vicksburg. This year, because of the large number of people who
volunteered, a group was also sent to Chicago to help at the Roseland Christian Ministries Center. As the
tottowinqreports testify, the students worked hard but _also had an enrichin~ time.

Working as a volunteer brought fond memories
and new sensitivities

Aileen Klein (sophomore, Bellflower, CAl
scrapes paint off of LeRoy Smith's house.
Smith is organizer of the groups that work
afeary Christian Services.

Lori Dykhouse

Spending spring break in Cary,
Mississippi, was an experience I'll
never forget. We left Sioux Center
on March 21 and arrived in Cary on
the next day, after 27 hours on the
road. Cary is a small town in the
Delta region of Mississippi, one of
the most underprivileged
areas in
the United
States.
Our group
worked with the Cary Christian
Center, a medical evangelistic program concerned with ministering
to the material,
physical,
and
spiritual needs of the poor. We
worked on a variety of projects,
which included painting and rooting houses,
replacing
a badly
deteriorated wall of a house, and
working around the Center and in
the Thrift Shop.
.

The Thrift Shop is a store where
the poor can buy clothes, shoes
and other items for a very reduced
price (as much as you can carryon
one arm for $2.50). I was surprised
and disappointed
at some of the
things people donated-torn,
dirty
clothes, shoes and socks without
mates, and broken toys. Some
clothes
were Iiterally not good
enough to be used even as rags.
The people in Cary may be poor,
but they do have pride in their
appearance.
One of the main objectives of
the Cary ministry is the upgrading
of substandard
housing. As we
drove through Mississippi,
I could
see why. I saw rotling wood-framed
shacks which
looked
like they

could collapse at any time. These
shacks were often right next to
beautiful
Southern-style
brick
homes. I couldn't help but wonder
whether the people living in such
houses had any concern for their
neighbors, who didn't even have a
proper roof over their heads.
Spending a week in Cary, I not
only got to know some of my fellow
students better, but I got to meet
some of the local people. The kids
were thrilled with the attention we
gave them and loved the swings
that we set up. Some of the local
high school boys put on a program
for us and showed us their skills in
breakdancing.
They showed
us
some card tricks, taught some of
us a new card game, and joined the

hymn sing we had one evening. On
Sunday we worshipped
with a
black Baptist congregation.
Their
style of worship was a lot different
than most of us were used to, but
we enjoyed it anyway-all
three
hours of it!
I will always have fond memories
of Cary. The only regret I have is
that we couldn't stay longer. If I
had known what a great experience
working as a volunteer could be, I
would have spent all my spring
breaks in Mississippi.
Photographs

of spring break were taken by

Darlene Brouwer (sophomore, Coaldale,
AB).

---

One of the projects the students began In Cary was adding a room onto a house.
According to Mark Vander Laan (junior, Pella, IA+, this included extending the roof,
putting in a new floor, and putting in new plumbing and wiring.

Students experience serving
the Lord by serving others
Brenda Disselkoen

Spring break was enlightening
as well as enjoyable for about 35
Dordt students who volunteered
their services among the poor in
Vicksburg,
Mississippi.
After
spending one night in Cary,
Mississippi, and a tour of the
Vicksburg Military Park the next
day, we bade our Cary friends
good-bye and my group set off to
meet the family who would host us
during the week.
Plantations, cotton, grits, flapjacks, catfish-all the stereotypes
of the Deep South crowded our
thinking. But by the end of the
week we had grown to cherish our
black host family's sense of
humor, their generous hospitality
("If y'all want something to eat
now, jest help yerself"), and their
interesting homestyles. Yet we
found they had many of the same
interests as their "Northern"

counterparts; General Hospital,
"who has a crush on Whom," and
the recent tax hike were topics that
concerned all of us alike.
Our first plunge into the black
culture came on Sunday morning
when we attended the New Mt.
Pilgrim Baptist Church. Surrounded by black people and seated
right up front in the first three
benches, we attentively absorbed
the worship service which carried
on for the next two and a half
hours. Facing us was the robed
choir which taught us what true
heart-filled singing was all about.
As the organ's volume pulsated
with the beat, the voices of the
choir members and congregation
would swell into new chords and
descants. A number of speakers
read the Bible and then we participated in communion with our
fellow believers. We left in a spirit

From the President ...
Recently, I joined one of
Dordt's admissions counselors
on an extended weekend trip. In
addition to conducting worship
services
and speaking
in
chapels, I talked to a number of
young people about attending a
Christian college. It was a fruitful
trip. We contacted many twelfth
grade students, and I hope a
number of them were convinced
that it would be beneficial to attend Dordt College.
Since I have returned, I have
had time to reflect on these student contacts. And one thing
that strikes me is that more and
more Reformed young people are
considering colleges other than
Reformed, Christian colleges.
Some are applying to state colleges or universities, primarily, it
seems, because they cost less to
attend. Others are considering
colleges which are Christian but
reflect a non-Reformed centessional direction. Many of these
have the advantage of being
located closer to home than a
school such as Dordt College.
This trend-and I sense that it
is a trend-concerns
me. I am
not bothered simply by the effect
this may have on Dordt's enrollment. Nor am I suggesting that
those who go to other colleges,
especially secular colleges, will
lose their faith, although I have
known that to happen. I have, I
believe, a greater and more
legitimate reason for concern,
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havinq to do with the importance
of the Reformed faith.
As Reformed Christians we
profess the absolute sovereignty
of God. He is the center and is
supreme over all things. The
earth is the Lord's. He created it,
he redeemed it through Jesus
Christ, and he is working out his
purposes in the earth. No part of
the earth or any aspect of life
stands apart from God. As Paul
writes in Romans 11:36, "For
from him and to' him are all
things. To him be the glory
forever!" The fundamental principle of the Reformed faith is the
sovereignty of God.

Because God is sovereign over
all things, we believe that the
Bible is the absolute authority for
faith and life, our guide in all
spheres of activity. All things are
to be done Coram Deo-as in the
presence of God. No aspect of
life may be excluded from his
presence. Always we are in the
service of God. Guided by his

of kinship and true worship.
Monday morning, well rested
and ready for work, we scarcely
realized how much we would be
doing. We worked in conjunction
with the We Care Community
Services, a ministry begun by Dr.
Tommie Lee Williams in 1975. During the past ten years, We Care has
grown to be a large non-profit
organization which strives to build
up .the Vicksburg community
through
its job placement,
counseling,
education,
Bible
study, and radio ministry programs. Stan and Alice Weber ('81,
'80),We Care staff members, would
encourage and challenge us each
morning in our devotions. Then we
would begin to work. Monday
through
Friday we painted
houses-and clothes and hair!
Because much of Vicksburg is
built on rolling hills next to the
Mississippi River, the houses are
supported on posts and stilts.Thls
meant we had to paint while standing on ladders, delicately balancing the buckets of paint. Fear'
of heights
was out of the
question-we all had to take our
turns.
The rest of the group, meanwhile, worked in the Variety Store,
originally a dairy creamery. In keeping with the dairy theme, large
murals of barn scenes, a pasture
with a fence, a country kitchen,
and a farmer and his wife had been
painted on the walls. Those
talented with construction tools
built cows with shelves in the
sides for displaying baby clothes
and other items on sale. AnI'
students not busy with painting or
constructing were recruited to
help hang up, sort, organize, and
price the donated clothes and
Word and inspired by his Spirit,
we are to seek his glory in all
things.
If this fundamental teaching is
important to us, we will seek to
apply the principle of God's
supremacy in all areas of life;
such as marriage, family, church,
and work.
We will
also
acknowledge the sovereignty of
God in education. Education at
all levels and in every part will be
seen as subject to the Word of
our sovereign Lord.
And this
is why I am
concerned about the tendency I
spoke of earlier.
If we are serious about our
confession concerning God's
sovereignty, we cannot be cornfortable immersing our youth in
the secularism of state colleges
or universities. There may be instances when preparation for a
certain vocation requires attendance at a state institution. And,
of course, attendance at a
secular university
is often
necessary if one wishes to pursue a graduate program. Otherwise, however, we should do
everything possible to point our
young people away from secular
institutions of higher education,
where God's Word is ignored and
science is regarded as neutral.
Our Reformed faith does not
allow us to regard such education as fUlly legitimate.
Furthermore, if we regard the
Reformed faith as important, we
will not be comfortable seeing
our students attending schools
with a non-Reformed centessional basis. Most of these cotleges reflect a dualistic view of

other items. The place seemed
chaotic with the sounds of hammers and drills, the confusion of
people running
around with
armloads of clothes, and the paint
cans strewn over the floor. By
Friday, however, the Variety Store
was in order for business on
Monday.
Although it's easy for us to look
back on Vicksburg as a good
cultural experience and to take
pride in the work which we had accomplished, we remember that our
primary goal for volunteering our
time was to serve the Lord, the
Vicksburg people, and each other.
We learned to be patient with
others, humble in our work, and
joyful at the end of a busy day. We
didn't
"give up" our spring
break-volunteering
in either
Vicksburg or Cary was our spring
break.

For their one-week stay, the Dordt
students ate their meals cafeteria·style.
The students were responsible for raising
the money to buy the food for the trip.

life and education; life is divided
into two separate realms, a
spiritual realm of religion and
morals to which God speaks, and
a secular realm of science for
which the Word of God has
nothing to say. From a Reformed
perspective, such a view of life is
not acceptable. No part of life or
education may be seen apart
from the Word of our sovereign
God. Every part of the curriculum, every aspect of the
academic program must be
developed
from a biblical
perspective. Our Reformed faith
requires education for our youth
which is scripturally-oriented
from the beginning to the end.
By means of this article, I urge
all of you who are in a position to
influence
young
peopleparents,
pastors,
teachers,
counselors-to
point them
toward Reformed, Christian colleges. Why? For the sake of our
youth, if they are to grow as
Reformed Christians. For the
sake of the church, if it is to continue in the future as a body of
Reformed believers. For the sake
of the kingdom, if there are to be
those equipped with a vision of
the necessity for Christian service in every area of life.
Ultimately, we must point our
young people to Reformed,
Christian colleges such as Dordt
because of the great importance
of the Reformed faith, which
acknowledges
the absolute
sovereignty of God over all
things, including the grade
school, high school, and college
education of our children.
Dr. John B. Hulst
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Communication program stresseslistening
In most smaller liberal arts colleges, separate communication
departments are a relatively new
development. But as Charles
Veenstra, professor of communication, points out, rhetoric, the central component in communication
studies, has been around since
ancient Greece.
Early in Dordt's history a variety
of philosophy, music, and education professors helped students
learn the rudiments of public address, persuasion, and small group
discussion.
Communication
achieved its place as a separate
department in 1979. Today the
department is staffed by four professors and offers over 20 different
courses grouped in four major
areas: public address, interpersonal communication, radio, and
journalism.
A student majoring in communication at Dordt can specialize
in one of four areas; general communication, journalism, radio, or
speech: There are also special programs for teacher education
students.
In these courses,
students examine theories of communication, methods of communicating,
problems
in
communication, and ethical issues
that arise in the communication of
ideas.
Against
the
abstract
background, every effort is made
to make the training concrete. This
year David Campbell and Martin
Dekkenga,two of the department's
instructors,
joined forces in
"Operation Newsroom," a project
which enriched both Campbell's
Broadcast Journalism course and
Dekkenga's Radio Production
course. Once a week for five weeks
of the semester, students went to
KDCR to use wire copy, taped
reports, and newsroom facilities to
write a newscast. Students worked
under the pressures of the time

c,

Communication

major Connie De Boer (sophomore,

Littleton,

CO) reads the weather

report for KDCR.

allotted. Dekkenga's class mean- arguments, think on their feet, and
while busied itself producing the develop confidence.
simulated radio newscast.
Daryl Vander Kooi, professor of
Communication students major- communication, says that at heart
ing in radio can follow this ex- the program is more principleperience further by interning at oriented than technique-oriented.
KDCR. Most graduates have had Three assumptions underlie the
little problem finding jobs once " teaching they do: communication
they graduate because of the prac- must show respect for one's fellow
tical experience they hav!!! ac- man, it must be God·glorifying, and
cumulated. Other communication it must be seen as a process, not
internships are also possible and just a tool or formula for sending
are set up on an individual basis and receiving messages.
with local organizations.
These principles, they believe,
Although the department em- set it apart "from some of the comphasizes practical training, they munication
programs
more
are quick to point out that the pro- prevalently offered. Much of mass
gram is not strictly career training- communication
today,
says
oriented. Communication is an Campbell, is based on a behavioral
essential element in the home, approach that emphasizes results
school, and church as well as in without much regard for the deeper
the workplace, says Veenstra. needs and interests of the listener.
Teaching public address is done Whether in advertising or other
not simply to prepare people to be forms of communicating,
the
great public orators, but to help stress must be on truthful, honest
students develop the ability to test

sharing of ideas that includes the
listener as an active part of the process.
For that reason, developing
listening skills is a major component of the curriculum.
All
students are required to complete
the Brown·Carlson Listening Test
as well as a series of taped exercises that will help them determine
the quality of their listening skills.
Listening skills are further emphasized
in public
address
classes.
Each person, as a creature made
in God's image, is fully responsible
for communication that takes
place around him, says Veenstra.
To accept that responsibility each
person must listen carefully and
respond to what is spoken,
presenting thoughts not just from
an individual point of view but with
greater concern for the effects of
the words on the listener.

theory of communication.
When Martin Dekkenga came to
Dordt in 1969,he brought with him
a wealth of teaching experience.
Between 1952 and 1969, he had
taught in Beaverdam Christian
School, in Holland, Michigan, and
Oakdale and Creston Christian
Schools
in Grand
Rapids,
Michigan; he had served as
principal-teacher
at Sanborn
Christian School in Sanborn, Iowa,
and Dakota Christian High in New
Holland, South Dakota.
At Dordt, Dekkenga currently
teaches fundamentals of speaking
and listening, communication for
the
classroom
teacher,
introduction to broadcasting, and
oral interpretation.
Charles Veenstra, Martin Dekkenga, David Campbell, Daryl Vander Kooi
Charles Veenstra graduated
Daryl Vander Kooi has been dissertation dealt with teaching from Dordt in 1968and then taught
teaching communication at Dordt communication
in Christian
at Timothy Christian High School
since 1971. After attending Calvin schools associated with CSI.
in Elmhurst,
Illinois,
and
College, he received his MS and
Vander Kooi teaches courses in Northwestern College in Orange
Ed.D from
Montana
State
small group discussion, persua- City, Iowa. He came to Dordt in
University. He taught at Hope sion, public address, and prin- 1976 with an MA in Speech
Protestant Reformed Christian
ciples of communication.
His Communication from Northern
School in Grand Rapids, Michigan, particular interests lie in the areas Illinois University and a Ph.D from
and Manhattan Christian High in of small group discussion and the University of Nebraska. He has
Manhattan,
Monlllna,
before
group dynamics. He is also in- served as the director of faculty
coming to" Dordt. His doctoral terested in working out a Christian development since 1982.

Veenstra
is
particularly
interested in ethics in communication, improved family communication, and developing listening
skills.
David Campbell is the most recent addition to the Dordt communication department. Campbell
was born in Nairobi, Kenya, where
his parents were Presbyterian rnissionaries. Most of his childhood
was spent in Kenya, attending
mission-run boarding schools.
From 1964 to 1968 he attended
Covenant
College,
Lookout
Mountain, Tennessee.
.
Aller spending several years lIVing, working, and studyinq in
Toronto, he entered a graduate program at the University of Maryland.
While there he worked at .ths
university radio station in the news
department and later spent a six
month internship at WTKK·TV,a TV
station in Manassas, Virginia.
Campbell teaches introductory
communication, newspaper journalism, broadcast journalism, and
mass communication courses at
Dordt.
VOICE, Page 3
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Construction begins on
computer center
Dr. Marty levin (Art Atsma, sophomore, Mt. Angel, OR), an obstetrician, becomes unwlll.
Ing to perform an abortion after developing a relaUonshlp with Esther Stein (laurel
Ver Hage, senior, Holland, MIl, a young woman laden with guiU after 'her abortion.

Theatre arts produces new work
by Christian playwright
On May 4, the Dordt Theatre Arts
Department staged the first in a
series of "experimental" productions of a new play, A Matter of
Choice, written by Northwestern
College Theatre Arts professor Jeff
Taylor.
The productions are a very
significant step for Dordt's theatre
arts department, according to lnstructor Mike Stair. At their arts
division seminar three years ago,
the department committed itself to
actively encouraging the writing
and production of new plays by'
Christian playwrights. This year
after putting out a call for new
scripts, the theatre arts instructors
selected Taylor'S A Matter of
Choice, a play on abortion.
The department has already'
staged
other
new
works:
Purpleanie,
by author Sietze
Buning; Maggie's Song, by English
professor James Schaap, musician
James Ward, and designer, Mike
Stair; and Vardley's Lives, by Dordt
alumnus, Barry Crush. This is the
first time a work will be put

through the more lengthy process
of trial productions and extensive
rewrites.
In the world of theatre, says
Stair, this process-is crucial to help
writers and producers determine
whether the script has potential to
become a good play.
Although many colleges don't
even consider producing new
plays, to Dordt's theatre arts
department professors it is an important part of teaching and doing
theatre from a Christian perspective. These productions provide an
opportunity for students and staff
to experience, from conception to
performance, the production of a
play from their Christian perspective. It also fosters a sense of
working together critically and
supportively as artists.
Whether the play will be produced later as a major production
remains to be seen. In the meantime the productions will be a
valuable educational experience
for all involved.

Construction is about to begin
on a new facility for the computer
science and business education
departments. The 8400 square foot
addition to the south side of the
Classroom Building will provide
classroom and lab areas to house
most of Dordt's student-accesslble
computers,
typewriters,
and
business machines. Office space,
storage areas, and restrooms will
also be included.
The addition also allows space
formerly occupied by business
education to be used as a language
lab and education
lab. This
change, in turn, brings two rooms
in the Classroom Building back into service as regular classrooms.
According to Vice President for
Business Bernard De Wit, the addltion is necessary for several
reasons. Presently computer labs
are scattered all over campus. That
makes teaching more difficult
because there is no one place
where several different types of
computers are accessible. But, as
importantly, it is difficult to ensure'
adequate security for equipment
located in many different areas.
Although there has been little
problem so far, De Wit feels that it
is important to do something to
avoid the possibility of theft orvandalism.
Some computers literally have

Einfeld receives honorable mention
in math competition
Duane Einfeld, a senior math major from Seattle, Washington,
recently received an honorable
mention for his score on the
prestigious William Lowell Putnam
Mathematical Competition.
Einfeld, a mathematics
enthusiast as well as scholar, placed
a commendable 37th in a field of

Dr. louis Van Dyka (right) congratulates
Duane Elnfeld (left) after the graduation
ceremony.
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2,149 students nationwide. By obtaining 51 out of 120points, Einfeld
achieved the highest score and
rank of any Dordt student.
Next tal] Einfeld intends to continue his studies at the University
of Wash i ngton
in Seattle,
Washington. He has already been
accepted into a master's and Ph.D.
program there and has been
awarded a substantial teaching
assistantship. Although he plans
to continue in mathematics for
now, physics also holds a strong
allure for him. "Maybe after I get
my degree in math...," he says.
Einfeld's achievement brings
honor to the college as well as to
himself: All of the other participants who placed or received
honorable mention were from major U.S. or Canadian universities.
The Putnam exam is a national
competition administered annually
at colleges and universities under
the auspices of a faculty proctor.
Each participating
institution
selects three students who it feels
will best represent the college as a
team. Each,student takes the test
individually but can be scored both
individually and as a member of a

team. A high score is greatly
respected by graduate schools
across the country.
Interested students begin to
prepare for the examination early
in the fall. Once a week they meet
with math professors to go through
problems from previous tests. Between meetings they work on problems themselves.
But Einfeld's preparation also
had an aesthetic
dimension.
Before he took each of the two
three-hour sections of the exam on
December 1, he spent an hour playing Bach on the organ. "It was the
best way I could think to get ready
for the exam," he says. "Bach is so
mathematical and relaxing."
Several Dordt students entered
this year's competition: Others
who scored were Gary De Jong, a
senior from New Sharon, IA; Jerry
Koedam, a senior from Jasper, MN;
Todd Van Tol, a senior from Rock
Valley, IA; Brenda Disselkoen, a
junior from Greeley, CO; and Kent
Radspinner, a freshman from
Brainerd, MN. Dordt's threemember team, consisting
of
Einfeld, De Jong, and Koedam,
placed 86th out of 264 teams.

no home yet because of lack of
room. The business education
department has recently received
30 IBM PCsthrough the last installment of a Title III grant. Presently
they are being stored here and
there in faculty
offices,
or
wherever room can be found.
In the anticipated central computer area, each of the two floors
will have a control room from
which all labs can be monitored.
Since the addition will be closed'
off from the rest of the building,
the possibility exists that working
hours could then be extended past
the current 11:00 lock-up time.
The new facility also lends itself
to future use as a continuing
education center. As a separate
area with its own air and heat units,
it could easily be used for adult
evening or summer courses in
computer science or business
education.
Horticulture students are also
benefiting from the new building.
During the last week of classes
this spring, Henry De Vries had one
of his classes design a landscaping plan for the addition.
The cost of the addition will be
about $470,000, says De Wit.
Money for the construction has
already been pledged through gifts
to· the Heritage 21 Campaign. De
Wit is hopeful that the building will
be completed by the time classes
begin next fall.

AgClub
sells trees
Each spring, the Dordt Ag Club
cooperates with the Sioux County
Conservation Service in a federally
funded program to help farmers
plant more trees. Through the Soil
Conservation Service, farmers who
wish to add a windbreak or plant
new trees on their property can do
so at a substantially reduced cost.
Although the project provides a
valuable service to local residents,
selling the trees takes more time
than Soil Conservation officers
have to give. Five years ago they
proposed that the Dordt Ag Club
help advertise and sell the trees for
a small profit to cover their costs.
Although sales have been up
and down over the year, says
Duane Bajema, instructor
in
agriculture, the club continues
their help because they want to
keep the service available to
farmers. Students, in turn, become
acquainted with a variety of trees
and learn how to plant them.
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Oordt College cheerleaders

get ready to welcome

the men's varsity basketball

team in the Homecoming

game.

Homecoming festivities draw many
Dordt College Homecoming
1985was a day for the whole family, says alumni director Dale
Walvort, and many alumni families
participated in the day-long activities.
Homecoming 1985 began at
noon on February 9 in the Dordt
Gym. After just one practice session that morning, a basketball

Theatre arts Instructor John Hofland, lett,
and junior Alan Huizenga (Highland, IN)

entertain the crowd with.

pantomime.

team composed of former men's
basketball stars gave the muchyounger Dordt JV a lesson in
basketball technique with a 104-86
victory.
During halftime of the varsity
game against Dakota State, alumni
were recognized by class year from
the first Dordt students to last
year's alumni. This was followed
by a "shootout" contest in which
alumni, chosen at random, attempted five freethrows. Rev. Gil
Kamps, Sioux Center, ('72), Wayne
Klein, Sioux Center, ('78), Harlan
Bousema, Sheldon, ('83), and Sam
Modderman, Willmar ('65) all won
one-year passes to Dordt men's
basketball games. Other halftime
entertainment included a performance by the Unity Christian High
School Drill Team.
Nearly 300 people crowded into
the West Commons for the evening
banquet. After a family-style meal,
children of alumni watched films,
and alumni participated in a "Dordt
Trivia" contest. Ed Starkenburg,
Orange City, ('80),won a Dordt mug
for the highest score.
At the banquet, three administrators addressed the alumni.
Howard Hall, Director of Admissions, gave alumni a taste of what
Dordt recruiters do by showing the
sight and sound presentation

generally shown to prospective Huizenga, Highland', IN, gave a
students. Dr. John Hulst, Presi- short skit. Afterwards, the Dordt
dent, explained the importance of College Alumni Choir and an inalumni to Dordt through their strumental ensemble performed a
prayers, contact with future Dordt concert for alumni in the Chapel.
students, moral, and financial sup"We're glad we decided to use
port. Vice President for Develop- the 'famiIy' concept for homecomment Lyle Gritters told the alumni ing," said Walvort. "It was a reabout programs which are now be- sounding success, and we're
happy with the turnout. We hope
ing planned for alumni.
To conclude
the banquet,
that the homecomings in the
theatre arts instructor
John future will draw even more alumni
Hofland ('69) and junior Alan back to Dordt."
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Over 275 alumni and their families

and faculty members attended the Homecoming
Day '85 Banquet In the West Commons.
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On May 17, Watson Groen Christian School
in Seattle, Washington held their first Dordt vs.
Calvin Faculty Olympics. "The school," says
Eileen Postma ('83), "is home for a staff made
up of half Dordt grads and half Calvin grads.
What better way to prove our college's worth!"
At the time of this writing, two weeks before the
big event, nearly 50 faculty family members had
signed up to participate in the evening's events.
The evening's opening ceremonies included
carrying the torch from the high school steps to
the gymnasium (using a bic lighter) and singing
the alma maters, accompanied by hearty
cheers. Competitive events ranged from relays
'---"'
Dr. Calvin Saerveld, senior member in aesthetics at the Institute lor
and field events such as shot put with
Christian Studies in Toronto, Ontario, gave this year's graduation
marshmallows
and javelin
throw with
address. Seerveld encouraged graduates to avoid the temptation to
toothpicks to volleyball, tuq-o-war, and pie and
become part of today's young upwardly mobile (yuppie) generation motivated by self·centered ambition. The education
banana eating contests. For those with a more
begun here at Dordt must continue on the streets of North America, reconciling creation back to God. To exercise that
call. Christians must become godly men and women growing in wisdom by living active holy lives, washing the feet of
intellectual bent, a Spelling Bee with list words
the lost, poor, and lonely, and exorcising the stereotypes of materialism.
like Sioux Center, Auto-Dine, commaradarie
(oops, camaraderie!) and Trivial Pursuit with a
COVER: Simon Toryem, a Nigerian student who studied agriculture for four years at Dordt, graduated this spring and is
"do you know your college" category, (What are
now back In Nigeria sharing his knowledge of farming with others In his community.
the call letters of KDCR?)was held. The olymDale Walvort, alumni director for the past six pics concluded by lighting the Unity Candle,
Cassettesyears, recently left Dordt College to take a posi- singing the Watson Groen school song, and
of the
tion with Dunn and Bradstreet in Dubuque, IA. devouring long-awaited ice cream sundaes!
Confident that they will prove superior are
1985 Cordt College
During the next few. months the college will be
Dordt graduates Larry and Barb (Niekerk) Meyer
looking
for
a
replacement
for
Walvort.
We
enCommencement Exercises
courage you to write us suggesting an alumnus (both '68), Kevin Schonewill ('78), Daryl
are available
or another person you think would be a good Broekhuis ('77), Stan De Yager ('77), Rich and
Sue (Atkinson) De Vries ('82, '81), Pete
To order, send $4.00 (U.S.) to:
candidate for this position.
Haverhals ('72), Marcia Van Engen ('72), Fred
Write:
KDCR
Van Hal ('74), and Eileen Postma.
Vice President for Development
Dordt College
Dordt College
Sioux
Center,
IA
51250
Sioux
Center, IA 51250
L-_'--

' 1985
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at Reunion 1985
Classes of 1960 and 1975:
Get together with your friends and ex-roomies on.Dordt's campus this summer, August 16and 17.We've planned
two fun-filled days, with tennis, bowling, golf, and swimming; a barbecue and sing-a-Iong; three seminars on
topics you'll be interested in; a nature hike; tours of new facilities; and, of course, a get-together for you and your
classmates.

To keep your cost low, we're providinq
FREE LODGIlfG for you and your family.
Your only cost will be your meals
at the Commons.

We'll send you registration information this summer, so plan now to come to Dordt on August 16and 17.
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New constitution strengthen&{]1umni
ties to the college
For the past couple of years,
members of a study committee
composed of faculty, alumni, and
administrators have been working
on a new constitution for the Dordt
Alumni Association. This constitution, which was recently approved
by the alumni board, goes into etfect during the 1985-86 academic
year.
There are several substantial
changes in the constitution. The
most important ones deal with
forming alumni chapters and
establishing
more equitable
representation
on the alumni
board.
In the new version, groups of
alumni are encouraged to organize
themselves into formal alumni
chapters. These may be organized
on the basis
of academic
disciplines or geographical areas.
Both college and alumni stand
to benefit from these chapters,
says Lyle A. Gritters,
Vice
President for Development. For
alumni centralized in one area and
distant from the college, such
chapters could provide a regular
means of keeping in contact with
Dordt classmates, keeping more
informed about the activities at the
college, and so feeling more a part
of the college. This in turn creates

a greater presence for Dordt in
local communities where alumni
live.
An increased presence coupled
with an organized group of people
can give tremendous help in
recruiting students to come to
Dordt College. One of the most
visible fruits of an institution is its
alumni. Whether in a formal or informal way, you as alumni can have
a signifioant impact on young people in your communities. The college is willing to give all the help
and leadership it can to encourage
participation in these efforts.
Chapters organized by academic
disciplines have special benefits
for alumni and college. Besides
providing a way for alumni in a particular discipline to keep in professional contact, these chapters may
help the college by encouraging
good students to enroll at Dordt,
identifying potential faculty, and
providing leads on equipment or
grants.
Another major area of emphasis
in the new constitution is the composition of the alumni board of
directors. In the past, for pragmatic
reasons, alumni board members
were chosen among those in close
proximity to the college. The
changes stipulate that the new

board of directors will consist of Alumni Director Dale Walvort have
members from each of eight attended many of these meetings ..
geographical regions.
In the future, after a new alumni
Six directors will be elected director is hired, a greater percenfrom Region 1, an area within 200 tage of that person's time will be
miles of the college. This close spent on alumni relations. We
proximity to Dordt will allow the hope to start new programs of
board to carryon regular business. outreach and involvement with and
In addition, one director will be for our alumni.
elected from each of the other
The Development otttce has
seven regions. One director will also committed itself to providing
also be elected
from each support for local and discipline
recognized academic discipline
alumni chapters to send out
chapter.
newsletters too.
The board will meet annually.
In other plans, homecoming has
Regional directors from regions 2 now been set at a regular time each
through 8 will attend board year, and will receive increased
meetings on alternate years. Be- emphasis in years ahead. In additween annual meetings,
the tion, the college will hold two reregional directors not attending unions this year, for the classes of
the meetings will be contacted '60 and '75. Two days of activities,
regularly by phone or maii for feed- lectures, and fellowship are being
back and voting on major deci- planned. In the future, we hope to
sions.
begin a regular summer program
These changes are part of a con- that will bring alumni and their
certed effort by the college to famil ies to the college for a few
increase the contact and participa- days of learning and fellowship.
tion of its alumni. Several other
We pray for your support in
measures are being taken to these efforts. If you would like a
strengthen this tie. Over the last copy of the revised constitution,
two years increased emphasis has please write to:
been placed on holding alumni
Alumni Director
meetings in as many areas as
Dordt College
possible. President Hulst and
Sioux Center, IA 51250

Ag professors reach out to
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local farmers in crisis
During the past several months,
Dordt agriculture professors have
continued to respond to the call for
information and leadership on the
current
problems
in
U.S.
agriculture.
Local farmers in
danger of losing their farms and
community people laid off because
of the harsh economic conditions
are experiencing financial hardship, as well as feelings of bitterness, jealousy, shame, and
guilt.
Ed Lotterman, instructor
in
agriculture and economics, has led
several community meetings in
Iowa-Lincoln
Center, Lebanon,
Rock Valley, and Sioux Center.
Duane Bajema has spoken in Pella.
Although Lotterman feels that
the college's role in the community ideally
should
focus on
educating
local farmers
on
agricultural policy issues and offering evening farm management
courses, the current situation
deserves special attention by all
who
are
concerned
with
agriculture.
At this point, says Lotterman,
the effects of the agricultural crisis
are too far advanced and complex
for us to deal with financial and
policy concerns. Consequently,
his focus at most of the area
meetings has been on the spiritual
and communal effect it is having
on people in towns, churches, and
schools.
.The format of the meetings has
generally been a brief presentation
bY.l..otterrnan and thena scheduled.
time for participants to talk and

share ideas, experiences, and feelings, should they careto.
In his presentation Lotterman
asks what we are to do as fellow
Christians in this situation. To his
way of thinking, the way we are
reacting reveals something about
our values. Talk about lovinq our
neighbor is tested in situations like
these. In some cases concern with
. community success and material
status seems to come through
more than love, says Lotterman.
There is often not a consensus
on the need for compassion for our

Loving our
neighbor is tested
in situations
like these.
brothers and sisters. Pointing
fingers and assigning blame are
sometimes
more
common
responses. While it is true, says
Lotterman, that some people are
experiencing difficulties because
of decisions they made, that does
not absolve us from our call to
show compassion and love for our
neighbor.
He cites examples of siblings
not managing the farm, watching
with anger and frustration as their
inheritance evaporates. Retired
farmers who expected to have a
c.omfortabl.e .retirement
have
nothing left from years of hard

work. Bankrupt farmers leave the
local co-op with large unpaid bills
that have to be absorbed by someone. Each of these scenarios
leaves troubled farmers feeling an
incredible burden of guilt and
those around them feeling unfairly
treated.
Where finances are involved,
failure sometimes seems to mean
getting what one has deserved,
says Lotterman. In many cases,
financial failure can hardly be
talked about with a spouse, much
less with friends or deacons. One
woman called Lotterman after a
meeting simply to talk to someone,
someone she didn't know, about
the tension and worry that was
overtaking her because they were
losing a farm that had been in the
family for 92 years.
The ag department doesn't expect meetings such as these to
solve the problems people are fac-

...they hope such
efforts will raise
cbmmunity and
congregational
awareness of the
needs of their
neighbors.
ing. But they are hopeful that by
opening up avenues for contact
and conversation with others in
similar situations, they may be
able to ease the burden of the guilt
and tension.
More importantly, they hope,
such efforts will raise community
and congregational awareness of
the needs .of their neighbors. They
are hopeful that through such
organizations as the newly formed
Siouxland Diaconal Conference
concrete steps wi II be taken to give
support to those who are hurting.
Several of the participants in the
various meetings have expressed
appreciation for the opportunity to
share ideas and see themselves in
the context of a larger situation.
Others have been grateful that
someone
is trying
to do
something, even though they
realize they're not going to get
their farms back.

Farm management computer programs
are available through the
Dordt College Agriculture Department
These programs can help you calculate:
-amortization tables
-loan repayment tables
-depreciation schedules
, -feeder' cattle and feeder pig breakeven analysis
-annual interest and depreciation costs for diary and breeding livestock
-cash-flow discounting program for investment analysis
These programs are written in BASIC and can be used on APPLE II, Radio Shack
TRS-80, and IBM PC machines.
Cost: $3.50 (U.S.) per disk
To order a disk or to obtain free program listings, write:
Ed Letterman
Ag Department
Oordt College
..Si,?ux Center,.IA .51250

Be sure to specify
APPLE, IBM PC, or
TRS.80 when you write.
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Walter Mulder dedicates hiswork to
helping handicapped people live full lives
Then, in 1981,during a visit to Wally's parents
in Edmonton, he toured the facilities of
Rehoboth Christian Association and was eventually offered the position of executive director
of that organization.
"After 13 years of education and employment
in northwest Iowa," says Wally, "it was difficult
to remember that our original intention was to
return to Edmonton after graduation. Again the
Lord placed a challenge before us and we felt
compelled to accept it."
Now, four years later, Wally, La Donna, and
their three children, Krista, 12, Justin, 10, and
Ryan, 6, finally back in Edmonton, are actively
involved in the Edmonton community and
Covenant Christian Reformed Church.
For the new executive director of Rehoboth,
there are plenty of daily and long range
challenges. Wally is responsible for directing
the staff of two group homes and the vocational
training programs that the association administers. Because Rehoboth is a relatively
small organization, Wally is also involved with
business administration, public relations, fund
raising, and personnel administration of the
association. He serves on five working committees, issues a quarterly newsletter for the
association's 2200 members, reports to the
board of directors bi-monthly, and works with
the steering committee to set up other
Rehoboth centers inJ other parts of the
Province.
,
As important as any of these tasks is the
leadership he gives to ensure that the present
services are provided in a Christian professional manner. As a non-denominational
Christian institution, Rehoboth's intention is to
be true to its name which means "to make room
for" the handicapped and provide a unique,
meaningful, and fulfilling lifestyle for them.
This means setting up programs that will provide 24-hour care and training for its residents
while preserving the dignity and character of
each individual.
Another important aspect of Wally's work is
his contact with the provincial government and
the communities in which the group homes are
located. In the last few years, neighbors in
Stony Plain, a rural suburb of Edmonton where
Rehoboth's woodwork shop encourages each individual to
grow in independent work skills.
Rehoboth has its main facilities, have come to
be supportive rather than suspicious of the
in Rock Valley. But after another year, the in- homes. By involving the mayor of the town and
tense demands of the position, though reward- the local member of Parliament, Wally has also
ing, made them decide to move back to increased the visibility and subsequent support
Edmonton.
for the institution.
Instead a position opened up at Hope Haven
Although
the membership
and local
for a recreation program director. They rented a churches contribute a substantial portion of
small house and committed themselves to one operating expenses, the Alberta Department of
more year in Iowa before heading to Edmonton.
Two years later, the next time the urge to
If I begin to make
move to Edmonton came, Wally was asked to
fill a vacancy as Hope Haven's Job Placement
handicapped citizens a mere
Specialist. This new challenge once again
project of my humanitarian
prompted them to stay. As a result of this work
he was presented the Iowa Rehabilitation
good will; I believe I should
Association's 1976 Placement Award.
look for alternative
In the next years Wally became Manager of
Social Adjustment Programs at Hope Haven.
employment.
He also served as special activities coordinator
for Hawkeye Young People's League, worked
Social Services is also a major source of funds.
with a Christian counseling service assisting
However, this source needs cultivating. One
families and individuals with financial manageproposal for funding was initially rejected by a
ment, and became actively involved with
consultant who said, "Under no circumstances
Dordt's Volunteer Service Club.
would this proposal be considered." Two
The Mulders and their three children bought
weeks later, the same consultant, a confirmed
an acreage near FWckValley and came to think
atheist, called back.and said, "Your God must
of themselves as "permanent" residents of
have changed someone's mind, your proposal
northwest Iowa.
was accepted."
Incidents like these, says Wally, show the efSPEC7:RUM, Page 8

In the fall of 1969, when Walter Mulder ('73.)
left Edmonton, Alberta, with a car load of
friends headed for Sioux Center, Iowa, he had
little idea what the future held for him. Other
than a vague notion that he might like to
become involved in counseling and return to
Edmonton after graduating from Dordt, he had
no definite plans. Today as executive director
of Rehoboth Christian Association, he can
trace God's leading since that day 1.6years ago.
At Dordt, Wally concentrated his studies in
psychology and sociology. Through an independent study course in his junior year, he
became involved with Hope Haven, a teaching,
living, and training center for mentally handicapped people in Rock Valley, Iowa. Through
these courses, the perspective from which they
were taught, and the coinciding work at Hope
Haven, Wally feels God set the direction for his
life's work.
At Dordt, Wally met and married La Donna
Tjarks (ex '74), and during his senior year they
became group home parents for Hope Haven.
They planned to serve for one year and then
move back to Edmonton.
After graduation,
however, Wally and
La Donna decided to stay with the group home.
They became further involved with Hope Haven,
the people who worked there, and Calvin CRC
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Wally Mulder relaxes in his study.

fect a Christian ministry can have on an
unbelieving world by its very presence. "We
have an obligation to treat our fellow man with
respect and compassion; we must share the
Good News with those who wish to hear it. I
think we sometimes overlook the power
Christians have in the world just by being in the
world."

Rehoboth and its executive director try very
hard to ensure that their goals remain within
the Lord's will and follow his direction. Through
its staff, board, membership, supporting
churches, and Christian citizens, Rehoboth
seeks to provide services from a biblical
perspective to those individuals placed in their
care.
One way they try to do that is by attempting
to heal broken family relationships. One young
man in their program saw his mother and sister
for the first time in 13 years after they were invited to attend a conference at Rehoboth. He
has since visited their home twice.
Each individual in Rehoboth's program is
recognized as God's representative and
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Mr. Rag Kotch (left), mayor of the town of Stony Plain
presents Wally Mulder with a plaque at the dedication
ceremony of Rehoboth's second group home.

therefore is given the opportunity to learn basic
work and life skills. "If I begin to make handicapped citizens a mere project of my
humanitarian good will," says Wally, "I believe I
should look for alternative employment."
Although Wally says he never really made a
conscious decision to choose rehabilitation as
a career, it seemed that circumstances at key
points in his life dictated the direction. "Before
my involvement with Hope Haven, I had never
seen a handicapped person. Suddenly I became
committed to a group of dependent citizens
and a philosophy that forced me to place priority on someone or something outside of myself.
It is clear to ine now that God had particular purpose in my involvement in human services."
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Aria Kuipers spends two fruitful years
teaching in Honduras
"Scissors have become my most
precious piece of equipment,"
says Aria Kuipers ('82), who now
teaches art at Academia Los
Pinares in Honduras, three years
after graduating from Dordt.
Academia Los Pinares is one of
the most respected schools in
Honduras; some of its students
come from the wealthiest and
most
influential
Honduran
families. Because of this, the
school is probably one of the best
equipped in the country as well.
Even so, many supplies are at a
premium, both because of cost
and availability. This year, supplies
the teachers had expected were
difficult to get through customs.
Scissors became precious and
every last scrap of paper and drop
of glue was used and used
sparingly.
During Aria's first year she
taught first grade at Los Pinares,
and this year she is teaching
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Aria spends many quiet hours working in her small darkroom at Academia

Lying protected

In a special box are Alia's
precious scissors.

photography and art. As a secondary education art major, Aria had
some work to do before she felt
prepared to teach elementary
school. "I'soon found where my
strength had to come from," said
Aria. During those years the Lord
has given her strength,
and
teaching at Academia Los Pinares

.-

has been a time of professional
and spiritual growth.
Academia Los Pinares is located
approximately five miles from the
capital
city
of
Honduras,
Tegucigalpa. The picturesque city
is surrounded by mountains which
give its airport the reputation of being one of the most difficult airports in the world to reach satelv.
The school, set up in the mountains, 2000 feet above Tegucigalpa,
is run by seven different missions.
In the past years it has changed
from a predominantly missionary
children's boarding school to a
bilingual
school
for mostly
Honduran students. The missions,
however, try to ensure that it is
staffed by dedicated Christian
teachers. Because there is a
high turnover,
this task is
continuous.
The school's facilities are adequate
but
not
spacious.
Classrooms are housed in three

",":

Andrew Bas ('82, center) and Grace Krulze ('82, right) also teach at Academia Los

Plnares. Like Aria (left), they
tolerance for others but has
of other people. Priorities for
the Importance of material

feel that living In Honduras not only has taught them more
,also Instilled In them a sense of responsibility for the lives
both have changed as well. Living with less has decreased
possessions, a slower pace has given more time tor friend·

shlpa that enrich life, and teaching In a dillerent culture has deepened their faith.

Los Pinares.

buildings and the high school is
separated from the elementary
school by a five minute walk. That
means Aria, who doesn't have her
own room for art, must travel from
one classroom to the next carrying
her supplies wherever she goes.
"Improvise is the name of the
game," she says, accepting it as
part of a day's work.
The school housing for teachers
like Aria is EI Hatillo, a small colonia near the school. The area is
wooded with many pine trees and
several small banana groves.
Aithough EI Hatillo is relatively
wealthy, it is also a varied community. It is not surprising to find
the home of the secretary of state
next door to a dirt-floored adobe
house.
Most of the teachers live in wellkept apartments and have a maid
to help with the cooking and
gardening. Because it is expensive
to buy canned or packaged food
and all cooking must be done from
scratch, many of the teachers hire
someone to help them with daily
chores. Even on a salary of $250 a
month this is not a hardship, says
Aria. This relief gives the teachers
the added lime it takes to teach
without many of the conveniences
North American teachers take for
granted.
Getting from one place to
another can be a problem. The
local busitos (small vans) are
"quite"
regular-depending
on
repairs and the disposition of the
driver. For the most part, hitch hiking is the fastest
way to
go-unless one is feeling rich. In
that case there are many taxis
eager for business.
Mention of Central America may
summon images of conflict,
violence, and poverty to many, and
Aria's students are very aware of
what is going on politically. However,they seldom feel the effects of

the political clashes tha we
associate with Central America.
Most of the conflicts in Honduras
are presently happening at the
borders,
miles
away from
Academia Los Pinares. Although
the unrest has little direct impact
now, it is possible that next year's
election could change that, Aria
says. For now she feels safe, has a
job to do, and continues to enjoy
doing it.
Aria became aware of the opportunity to teach at Academia Los
Pinares through contact with Veryl
and Connie Kooi ('78, '79), who also
taught in Central America. "It was
a lime in my life when I needed
distance from some personal relationships and a time when I was
looking for adventure," says Aria.
"From there God opened ail the
doors."
The impact of teaching and living in Honduras has had a big effect on Aria. Being there she says,
has made her more aware of how
Christians are responsible for the
lives of those around them. It has
also made her more conscious of
world events and the people they
involve. This increased awareness,
she feels, has helped her be more
in prayer for her brothers and
sisters around the world. "When
you are in another culture, you see
yourself more clearly. I feel the biggest changes have been in my relationship to God-in
learning fa
walk every day with him."

Bonnie Kuipers Danielson ('79), Aria's
sister, also lives and teaches in Honduras.
She and her husband Michael, a volunteer
R.N. at the Luke Society Clinic, live in
Cstscamas in the state of Olancha. The
beautiful state has an almost old west
flavor, she says, with many cowboys and
ranchers wearing guns, carrying machetes,
and riding horses. Here too, although
there is some political activity, they feel
relatively untouched by it.
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Midwest CRC ministers gather to
discuss fundamentalism in the CRC
Rev. Wayne Kobes

"Fundamentalism in the CRC"
was the topic of this year's annual
Christian Reformed Ministers'
Conference held on April 8 and 9
on the Dordt College campus.
Nearly 50 ministers from midwest
Christian
Reformed Churches
gathered for two days of lectures,
discussions, and Bible studies on
fundamentalism.
In the first address of the conference, Dr. Albert Wolters, professor of religion, theology, and
classical languages at Redeemer
College, led the conferees through
the complexities of understanding

Spykman pointed
out that a critique of
fundamentalism is
also a critique of
liberalism, for both
share a common,
.dualistic world view
which arises out of
the Enlightenment.
Neither presents an
option acceptable to
the biblical
Christian.

"fundamentalism." Presenting a
brief overview of the origins of fundamentalism, Wolters touched on
the changes which fundamentalism underwent in response to
liberalism, higher criticism
in
biblical studies, and an increasingly secular society. In light of such a
complex history, no simple definition can adequately capture the
meaning of the term "fundamentalism." In fact, the term can be
either a badge of pride or an
epithet one hurls at others. And for
the Calvinist, the difficulty is even
greater, since he finds himself in
agreement with "The Fundamentals" of the Christian faith which
were elaborated
and widely
distributed from 1910 to 1915,and
yet
feels
compelled
to
disassociate himself from the narrow, dualistic world view which
fundamentalism often represents
in our present setting.
In light of the concerns expressed within the Reformed community, how should one define
"fundamentalism"? Wolters proposed to define fundamentalism
as "that
form of American
Protestantism which is most consistently anti-creational." He went
on to explain that fundamentalism
is dominated by a number of
dualistic world views which set it
radically apart from the Calvinistic
biblical perspective of grace which
,t:

penetrates nature and renews it
from within. This distinction is an
Important one and affects one's
entire perception of salvation and
the Christian life.
In the second address Dr.
Gordon Spykman, professor of
religion and theology at Calvin
College, focused on tundarnentalism within the CRC. Why so
much attention on fundamentalism, asked Spykman? Isn't
liberalism the real enemy? In
answer, Spykman pointed out that
a critique of fundamentalism is
also a critique of liberalism, for
both share a common, dualistic
world view which arises out of the
Enlightenment. Neither presents
an option acceptable to the biblical
Christian.
Spykman then proceeded to
trace the forces which shaped the
fundamentalistic
movement,
noting reaction against liberalism,
the
Keswick
Holiness
Conferences, and the publication
of the Scofield Bible. As these
developments took place within
conservative American church
circles, the CRC began to leave
behind its isolationistic stance and
to struggle to shape its life in the
New World context. Unable to
simply t-nil)'lic the shape of the
Reformed faith in the Netherlands,
the CRC faced an identity crisis.
Confronted by the battle raging

between fundamentalism
and
liberalism, the CRC generally came
down on the side of tundarnentalism, and yet always with rntsqlvings.
Yet, for all its misqlvlnqs, the
CRC has been affected by tundamentalism more than we would
like to think. Spykman noted and
commented upon the Iollowinq
areas of influence: the eclipse of
creation as a formative reality and
confession, the dualistic view of
man as comprised of body and
soul, the infallibility and inerrancy
debates, an individualistic view of
the gospel and the church (congregationalism), and a reduced
view of the coming of the kingdom
of God.
While other factors have undoubtedly also shaped the CRC,
fundamentalism has been the
dominant one, being reflected in
such practical ways as the dearth
of Old Testament preaching, the intrusion of gospel hymn traditions
into our worship, the decline in a
biblically directed view of culture
in Christian
education,
the
divergence of CRC charitable contributions
into fundamentalist
causes, and the linking of orthodox
Christianity with American naUonalism.
In conclusion, Spykman decried
the tendency for many Reformed
Christians to give up on the
Reformed tradition seeking a new
inspiration from fundamentalism.
For complete transcripts, please
write:
Development Office
Dordt College
Sioux Center, IA 51250
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B.J. Haan lectu res explore Christian theory of instruction
Dr. John Van Dyk

To many people the question Just as doctors need to know more sons were invited to deliver the lee"What is teaching?" makes very lit- than how the body works, so tures: Dr. Richard Buckham,
tle sense. It's a wrong question, teachers need to know more than formerly a Dordt professor who is
they object; one should not ask how a child learns. Secondly, now a psychologist in Seattle; Dr.
"What is teaching?" but rather theorizinq about instruction has Harry Van Belle, professor of
"What do you teach?" or "How do been
handicapped
by the psychology at Redeemer College;
you teach?" They insist, in other widespread belief that teaching is and Dr. Maarten Vrieze, professor
words, that the essential questions essentially an art about which next of philosophy and sociology at
about teaching concern content to nothing can be said. Closely Trinity Christian College.
and method, not the nature or pro- related to this belief is the assumpThe format of the conference
cess of instruction itself. To the tion that teaching is like walking: was designed for maximum benefit
Dordt College Studies Institute, the less you think about it, the bet- to the project of developing a
however, the question "What is . ter it goes.
Christian understanding of instructeaching?" is of fundamental imYet it should not be difficult to tion. Before the three speakers
portance. So much so, in fact, that see the need tor..work on a delivered their public lectures, we
the Studies Institute is devoting a Christian understanding of the engaged in an all-day inter nos-a
good part of its B.J. Haan lecture nature of inStruction; For one group discussion session involvprogram to an examination of the thing, teaching is a highly demand- ing the three resource persons and
instructional process.
ding task. With it comes an Studies Institute staff. Two addiWithin the Christian educational awesome measure of responsibili- tional guests, Dr. Gordon Spykman
community
there
has been ty. Surely we should strive to in- of Calvin College and Dr. AI
remarkably little reflection about crease biblical insight into the Wolters of Redeemer, both of
the nature of instruction. Most of work of the teacher, even if only to whom happened to be on Dordt's
the educational thinking thus far construct more effective defenses campus in connection with the
has' be~n focused on curricular against an ever-changing variety of Minister's Conference, joined us in
d~vecl'opl'tlent,learning theory, and distorting
educational theories the inter nos. Then, after fhe three
philosojihy of education. In the silently creeping into the Christian lectures were given, a second inter
wider secular educational world as schools. Moreover, how can we nos was held, together with the
well,
theories
of instruction have evaluate Christianly what we are education and psychology depart'.,~
been neglected. When they do doing in the classroom if we have ments, to assess the conference
receive attention, they are dis- no clear conception of what is go- and to map out a future course.
cussed largely. in the context of ing on in the first place?
The three lectures provided us
methodology.
Last year the B.J. Haan lectures with very helpful insight into the
'Th-ere are reasons for this sketched the contours of the topic. roles our humanness plays in inpecuuar dearth of instructional The second lecture series, heid a struction. Van Belle, for example,
reflection, In the first place, it is few weeks ago on April 8 & 9, con- 'explained-among other things~
generally assumed that teaching is side red the anthropological foun- .what it really means to say that the
merely-a variable of learning. Once dations of a theory of instruction. .in'structional process involves relaw~ l.mde-rstandhow children learn, In other words, they were assigned ,tiOnships. He also proposed a
t~e argument goes, we will the task of asking-and answer- promising educational version of
automatically know how to teach. ing-the
question: "Just who is 'w~at Dooyeweerd h~ called the
But. such reasoning is fallacious. the teacher
who does the ."disclosure -1?!. meaning." Vrteze"
teachlnq?" Three. competent per- . used his lecture-to work out the lrnS~~?;UM.
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plications of a number of biblical
concepts such as "mandate,"
"solidarity," and "situation." And
Buckham presented an analysis of
the factors that often prevent us
from translating
a biblical
understanding of human beings into effective instructional practice.
Two more B.J. Haan conferences will concern themselves
with instruction. The first of these,
scheduled for April, 1986,will try to
sketch a full-fledged theory of in·struction. The fourth and final con.
,ference should turn out to be the
most useful, although undoubtedly
the most difficult as well: it will attempt to translate three years of
reflection on instruction into applications and suggestions of
direct, practical use to teachers in
Christian elementary and secondary schools.
The work of the Dordt College
Studies Institute will not result, of
course, in the solution to all of a
teacher's problems. The goal is of
a humbler sort: to make a modest
contribution to our understanding
of what Christian education is all
about. We recognize, furthermore,
'the need to go about our work communally. To that end we lnvlts your
help. In fact, we will be actively
soliciting a wide variety of ideas. If
you have suggestions·' how we
might more effectively develop a
good theory of instruction, or if you
want toshare with us what you at
present perceive to be the greatest •
needs of teachers in their daily .
work, don't hesitate to contact us.

•
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Dennis Bomgaars ('80) graduated from Reformed Theological Seminary in Jackson, MS,
James Bandstra, his wife, Alice, and their children Jamie, 13, Andrea, 11, and Daniel, 7,
in May of 1984. He received his master's degree in education and his master of arts degree
spent the 1983-84academic year living in England. He exchanged jobs with Roger Graham,
who is a senior lecturer in the department of physics; mathematics, and .computing at , in Biblical studies. He and his wife, Sharon (Wagenaar, ex '78) live in Jackson with thei~f6W~
children.
.
'"
Manchester Polytechnic in Manchester;~England. James is' associate professor in comMichael (Mike) Van Dyke, ('80) received notice recently that he has successfully auditioned
puter information systems at Ferris State College in Big Rapids, MI.
for the William Hall Touring Choir. He will be one of five tenors in the only vocal group that
Judith (De Vries, '66) Smith, who began her career as an elementary school teacher and
Columbia Artists will be sponsoring for the 1985-86concert season. Although the itinerary
supervisor, now operates a wholesale jewelry and gift business. She lives in Madison, WI,
has not yet been set, the group has planned a ten-week tour. Mike will also be traveling
with her husband Leonard and their two children.
through Europe and the Soviet Union with the William Hall Chorale this summer.
l'
Marla Bouma ('70), who died early this year, was honored posthumously and given the
Tillie (Vander Kwaak, '80) Manthey is a senior accountant with F.C. Johnston and co.,
Nancy Swark-Edna Oliver Award for her service to young children in the State of Colorado.
•
Marla dedicated her life to children, teaching elementary school for many years, starting a Grand Centre, AB. She and her husband, Mark have a daughter, Erika Marie, 2.
Joyce Bakker ('81) received her MSW from Wilfrid Laurier University, Waterloo, ON, in
summer program for children in Cary, Mississippi, serving as business manager at the
April, 1983. Since then she has worked as an individual, marriage, and family counsellor.
Christian Health Center in Mississippi, and in the last years of her life, working as business
She also has a part-time practice in London, ON. She and her husband, Gerald De Haan,r
manager for the Colorado Association for the Education of Young Children.
I
John E. De Master ('71)receivedhis MA in elementary school administration from the College who manages a wholesale importing company, live in Lambeth, ON.
Kevin K. Groeneweg ('81) graduated with distinction receiving a Juris Doctorate from the.
of St. Thomas in St. Paul, MN, in July, 1984. His wife, Ruth Ann (Van Stelle, '71) is a full-time
University of Iowa College of Law and a Masters of Finance from the College of Business
homemaker.They have four children: Reuben, 10, Peter, 7, Nathan,S, and Colleen, 2.
Administration. He is now working with the law firm of Watson, Ess, Marshall, and EnggasMarian Van Til (ex '74) is teaching music history part-time at Redeemer College in
in Kansas City, MO, practicing in the areas of corporate and securities law.
Hamilton, ON, and serves as the music director of the Church of St. John the Evangelist
Todd McKim ('81) recently passed the Uniform Final Examinati,9Jlsfor chartered accoun(Anglican) in Niagara Falls, ON. Marian is also editorial assistant for Calvinist Contact
tants in Manitoba. He was awarded the J.D. Blazouske Prize for ranking fifth ....of all
and a news correspondent for The Banner.
Manitobans who wrote the examination in 1984.
~.
Doyle Smiens ('79) received his B.A. from the University of Northern Iowa in secondary
Kari Marcus (ex '86) was recently chosen South Dakota State Student Nurse of the Year.
education in July of 1984. He is now teaching English and drama at Unity Christian High
School in Orange City, IA. He and hts.wtte, Grace (Bestebroer, '79), have two children, Kyle, The award is given annually. Each school of nursing in the state selects a representative
from their school based on academic achievement, and professional and personal
4, and Krystal, 3.
qualities. She was honored at a reception at Sioux Valley Hospital in Sioux Falls, SO.

IN MEMORY __

-

Beth Nugteren ('73)died of injuries receivedin an automobile accident on september 14,1984.
Marla Bouma ('70) died on February 11, 1985, after a difficult battle with cancer.

with a Dordt
t-shirt,
sweatshirt,
sweater or bib.
Our supplies
are limited,
so order today,
Indicate the number of items in
the 'boxes below. Please circle
the appropriate
size(s) and
celcns).
Children's clothing (youth sizes
except where indicated)
1. Hooded sweatshirt,
royal blue/white or red/white.
S ML
$8.45 0
2. Long sleeved t-shlrt, pink, yellow, or red
12 mo. 18 mo.
$5.90 0
3. T-shirt, blue with white sleeves.
$6.65 o
S M L
4. Bib "I get grouchy when no one from
Dordt College is around to hug me"
$2.50 o
pink or blue trim
5. Bib "I'm a little scholar on my way to Dordt College"
yellow or white
Adult clothlng
6. V-necked sweater with Dordt emblem, navy or powder blue
S M L
7. White hooded sweatshirt, purple, teal, or rose trim
S M L
8. Polo shirt, navywith white trim S M L
9. V-necked t-shlrt powder blue/white or Ivory/navy
S M L
10. Rainbow t-shlrt purple or black
S M L
11. Dropped·shoulder sweatshirt Maroonlwhlte or navylwhlte
SML
12. Sweat pants (not pictured) navy, white, powder blue or black
S M L
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BECOMING ONEJean Maas ('70) and Donald McMillan were married on August 11, 1984. They live in
Cleveland, OH, where they are 'helping start a new Christian School.
David Elenbaas ('78)and Twila Lund were married on December 31,1984. David is currently employed by the Washington State Office of Financial Management Division of Policy
Analysis and Forecasting as a research analyst.
John Ensing ('78) and Linda Top ('78) were married on August 18, 1984. John is studying
for his Ph.D_at the University of Guelph, in Guelph, ON, and Linda is a teacher's aid at the
Christian elementary school.
. Gayle Haarsma ('79*) married Donald Deters on October 26, 1984. After working as a
secretary for two years, Gayle returned to college to complete her B.A. in business
administration. Presently she works at Packaging Corporation of America in production
planning. Don is an accountant for the H.H. Cutler Company. They live in Grand Rapids, MI.
Peggy Nieboer ('79) married Mike Van Hamersveld on December 21,1983. Mike is a senior
at Western Seminary in Holland, MI, and Peggy works in a Qift shop.
Gordon Vlieg ('79) and Joanne Munro were married on October 6,1984. Both work for the
Edmonton Journal: Gordon as a retail advertising sales representative and Joanne as the
·city hall reporter.
Sid Bandstra ('82) married Sharon Schenk ('80)on July 6,1984. They are presently living in
Smithers, BC, where Sid is a manager in a trucking business and Sharon is working in a
group home for the mentally retarded.
Juiie Riebkes ('81) married Jack Schaffner on November 26, 1983. Julie teaches second
grade at Westminster Chrtstlan Academy in Lafayette, LA, and Jack is an engineer for
Schlumberger Oil Well Services.
Joan Vander Beek ('81) married Frank De Vries on July 9, 1983.They live in Ottawa, ON,
and attend the University of Ottawa, where Joan is completing an M.Ed. in counselling and
Frank is in law school.
Carol Kanis ('81) married Rich Posthuma ('82) on August 4, 1984. Presently Rich is
teaching high school science, PE, and coaching, while Carol is teaching second grade at
San Jose Christian Schools, in San Jose, CA.
Margo Brummel (ex '82) married Mark Van Der Molen on June 9, 1984. Mark will graduate
in May 1985 from Valparaiso University School of Law and Margo is teaching first grade at
De Motte Christian School in De Motte, IN.
Joanne Claus ('82) and John Paul were married on August 6, 1984. They are living in
Guelph, ON, where Joanne is working on her M.S.W. and John is studying animal science at
the University of Guelph.
Susan De Boer ('82) married Rod Zwier on November 23,1984. Sue is an accountant for an
answering service and Rod is an installer for RMC Specialties. They live in Lansing, IL.
Daryl De Vries ('82) and Brenda Duim ('83) were married on July 28, 1984. Daryl is
employed at Ralston Purina and Brenda is teaching third and fourth grades at Everett
Christian School. They live in Monroe, WA.
Dennis Lane ('83) married Catherine Carter on May 19, 1984. They live in Denver, CO.
Harvey Vande Burgt ('83) and Marlene Sax were married on January 1, 1985. Both are
employed at a microfilm service company in Portland, OR.
Eric Daale ('83)and Tami Teune (ex '86) were married on August 10, 1984.Eric is employed
on a dairy farm in Chino, CA, and 'tarn! continues to be involved in music.
Bob Drenten ('84) and Jan Walters ('83)were married on June 21,1984. Bob will be pursuing a meteorology degree in September and Jan is working in the plant lab at Walters
Gardens in Zeeland, ML
Steve Kramer ('84) and Pam Kooistra ('84) were married on November 3,1984. They live in
York, NE, where Steve is a crop specialist with Servi-Tech and Pam is pursuing a secretarial
career.
Don Top ('84)and Lori Burrus ('85)were married on July 7, 1984.They live in San Jose, CA,
where Don teaches at San Jose Christian High SchooL Lori teaches preschool and is
finishing her student teaching.
Andy Werkhoven ('84) and Gloria Folkerts ('82) were married on August 4, 1984.Andy is a
dairy farmer in Monroe, WA, and Gloria teaches part-time at Monroe Christian School.

-----------------------------------Correspondence Clipping
We at Dordt College are interested in hearing how you are doing and
what kinds of events are happening in your life, Please check and
fill out the coupon below and mail to: Alumni Association, Dordt
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Hank and Ev (Bierlink) Haak (ex '78, ex '78) announce the birth of a son, Daryl William, on
March 15, 1984. He joins Jared, 4. The Haake live near Outlook, WA, where Hank dairies with
his father and Ev is a housewife.
Eric and Diana (Bevaart, '78'") Stam praise the Lord for the birth of their third son, Jeffrey
Alan, born November 8,1984. He joins Kevin, 4, and Steven, 2. The Starns live in Trenton,
ON, where they operate a dairy farm.
Bob and Barb (Groen, '78) Swanson share their joy in the birth of Ryan Michael, born
October 11,1984. The swansons live in De Motte, IN. Bob is a commercial buyer for Indiana
Utility Company and Barb, formerly a teacher, is now a full-time homemaker.
James and Gladys (Hoekstra, '78) Koole were blessed with the birth of twins, Peter Allen
and Rachel Lyn, on March 14, 1985. They join twin sisters Stephanie and Sarah, 2. They live
in Wyoming, MI, where James is employed as a plumber for Kalsbeek Plumbing Co. and
Gladys is a full-time homemaker.
Stan and Alice (Veluw) Weber ('81, 'BO) announce the birth of Benjamin James, born
November 10,-1984. For the past five years, Stan and Alice have been involved with We Care
Community Services, a Christian community development ministry in Vicksburg, MS.
Steve and Karen (Van Maanen) Groen ('79, '78) are happy to announce the birth of Carrie
Lynn, born June 16, 1984. She joins a sister, Laura Marie, 3. Steve teaches junior high at
Redlands Christian School and Karen is currently a homemaker.
Ray and Cheryl (Wagner, '79) Haupt announce the birth of Todd Michael, born October 17,
1984. He joins Karla Sue, 1. The Haupts live in Eldora, IA.
David and Valerie (Dykstra, '79) McWilliams announce the birth of Matthew David, born on
January 1, 1985. The McWilliamses live in Urbana, IL, where Valerie is a legal aid lawyer
specializing in welfare law and David is a computer programmer for the University of
Illinois.
Bob and Irene (Kingma) Sytsma ('79, ex '79) thank the Lord for the birth of Kaitlin Marie,
born August 27, 1984. She was welcomed home by her sister, Erica, 2. The Sytsmas live in
Racine, WI, where Bob is an accountant and Irene is a homemaker.
Joel and Dini (De Rooy) Veenstra ('79, '80) announce the birth of their first child, Loring
Reed, born September 15, 1984. The Veenstras recently moved from Anchorage, AK, to
Austin, TX, where Joel is a captain in the Air Force flying RF·4 at Bergstrom Air Force Base.
Dlni is involved in the CRC's church planting mission there.
"

Edward and Betty Van Hal ('66) rejoice in the birth of Evelyn Amber, born July 8,1984. She
was welcomed home by Brenda, 14, Sherrie, 13, Jolene, 6, and Esther, 2. The Van Hals live in

Pella, lA, where Edward is employed at Vermeer Manufacturing.
Howard and Joyce (Droge) Walhaf ('70, '69) announce the birth of Kristopher Ross, born
January 20,1985. He joins Corwin, 13, Kendal, 11, and Rachelle, 6. Howard teaches junior
high at-Manhattan Christian School and Joyce is a piano teacher.

19705
Arthur and Marcia (Nleuwsma, '70) Jelsma rejoice in the adoption of their daughter
Aubrey Marie, who was born August 18, 1984 and arrived on September 26, 1984. The
Jelsmas live near Watertown, SD, where Art is an electrical engineer for the US Department
of Energy. Marcia taught in both Christian and public elementary schools until recently
becoming part-time director of education at Grace Lutheran Church in Watertown.
Lee and Lois (Dyksterhuis, ex '71) Handy announce the birth of a daughter, Gail Leanne,
born September 23,1984. She joins linda, 4, and Jenine, 2. The Handys live near Grandview,
WA.
Frank and Marlys (Postman) Zee (ex '72, '71) welcome another son, Timothy Franklin,
born August 5, 1984. He joins Nathan, 11, Geordin, 9, and Janna, 4. Frank is an instructor at
Grande Prairie Regional College and Marlys works part-time as a floral designer. The Zees
live (lear La Glace, AS.
Rod and Lana (Victoria, '72) Oosterhouse welcomed home a little girl, Gina Leigh, on
September 23, 1984. Rod is the principal of Sheboygan County Christian High School and
Lana is home with Michael, 3, and Gina. The Oosterhouses live in Oostburg, WI.
Scott and Mil (Bleeker) Ravenhorst (ex '75, '72) announce the birth of Amy Joy, born
February 7, 1985. She has a sister, Dede Lynn, 3. The Ravenhorsts live in Ripon, CA, where
Scott is a wholesaler for upholstery supplies.
Larry and Susan (Maatman) Meyers ('73, '73) announce the birth of Sarah Ruth, born
March 4, 1985. She joins Jonathan, Benjamin, and Christina. The Meyerses live in
Wellsburg, IA; Larry works in a furniture store in Grundy Center and Susan is a homemaker:
and substitute teacher.
David and Mary (Branderhorst, '73) Pfruender announce the birth of Beth Joann, born JuJy
23, 1984. Mary is a full-time homemaker after 11 years of teaching and David is a master
electrician working in mechanical maintanence at Calvin College.
Gale and Shar(Faber) Van Engen ('73, '73) announce the birth of Erica Lynn, born October
27, 1984. She was welcomed home by Brooke, 7, and Summer, 4. The Van Engens live in
Rock Valley, lA, where Gale is a case manager at Hope Haven and Shar is a homemaker.
Phil and Sharon (Boersma, '74) Mulder praise the Lord for a daughter, Alicia Ann, born
July 19, 1984. She joins Jason, 3. Phil is shipping and receiving clerk for Electri-Wine Corp.
in Waupun, WI, and Sharon is a homemaker.
David and Karen (De Young, ex '75) Beilfuss announce the birth of Christopher Edward on
March 14, 1985. He joins Jonathan, 2. They live in Pequannock, NJ.
Carl and Tina (LaBrenz, '75) Chan announce the birth of their third child, Gloria Lap-Zhi,
born on October 31, 1984. She joins Janna, 5, and Michael, 3. The Chans are living in Silver
Spring, MD, where Carl is studying Korean for his next overseas assignment as a foreign
service officer. They previously lived in the Philippines and Canton, China.
Dave and Chris Vervelde ('75) thank God for their fifth healthy child, Dustin Mark, Who are
rived on October 10,1984. He joins Becky, 8, Nerissa, 6, Teresa, 4, and Christopher, 2. Dave
is a carpenter with Shoreline Builders in Oostburg, WI.
Jeff and Gail (Schonewill) Hall ('76, '75) announce the arrival of Nicholas James, who was
born on June 29, 1984 and joined their family on September 9, 1984. They live in Muskegon,
MI.
Dave and Carol (Schipma) Van Prooyen (ex '76, ex '76) praise God for the birth of Kara
Lynn, born June 21,1984. She joins Ruth, 9, Robby, 7, Jamie, 5, and Lori, 3. Carol is a busy
homemaker and Dave is a sales representative for Door Industries in Lynwood, IL.
Jesse and Eileen (Gortsema, ex '76) Timmermans announce the birth of Sophia Grace on
May 4,1984. She joins Jesse III, 9, and Joshua, 6. The Timmermanses live near Sunnyside,
WA.
Den and Lavonne (Bergsma, '76) Ritenour praise the Lord for Benjamin John, born
November 12, 1984. Den is an erector for Cooper Bessemer in Grove City, PA, and Lavonne
is a homemaker. Benjamin joins Nicholas, 3.
Art and Sheri (Schreur, '76) Rylaarsdam announce the birth of Nathaniel David, born
August 15, 1984. He joins Jonathan, 4. The Rylaarsdams live in Mount Vernon, WA, where
Sheri is a teacher consultant to families who are home-schooling and Art is an insurance
salesman.
Tim and Bonnie (Martel) Serr ('76, '76) rejoice in the birth of their first child, Timothy
Robert Jr., born on July 17, .1984. They live in Eureka, SO, where Tim runs an auto body
repair service and works as a substitute mail carrier. Bonnie works part-ttrne at the local
hospital.
Don and Marilyn (Van Till, '76) Korver praise the Lord for the birth of their son, Bradley
Jay, born August 11, 1984. The Korvers own ~nd operate a dairy farm near Alton, IA.
Glen and Connie (Marcus) Vander Well ('76, '77) announce the arrival of their first child,
Kyleigh Elisa, born in Bogota, Colombia on June 29, 1984. She traveled home with her
parents October 12, 1984. The Vander Wells live in Grand Rapids, MI, where Glen is the
busfness manager at Kool Chevrolet and Connie teaches English half-time at Sylvan
Christian Junior High School.
Doug and Norene (Schemper) Van Andel ('76, '76) announce the birth of Brett Alan on
November 19, 1984. He joins brothers Scott, 5, and Kyle, 2. The Van Andels live in Lynden,
WA, where Doug owns and operates Van's Ace Hardware with Lauren Meenderink (ex '76).
Norene is a homemaker.
Alan and Cheryl (Van Zee) Hoekstra (ex '75, '77) announce the birth of Alex Lee, born
February 6,1985, who joins Allison Rae, 4. The Hoekstras live in Momence, IL, where Alan
farms and Cheryl is a substitute teacher.
John and Trudy (Borduin, ex '77) Van Beekum rejoice in the birth of David James, who
joins Jonathan Hubert, 2. The Van Beekums live in Wycoff, NJ, where John is an electrical
contractor and Trudy is a full-time homemaker.
Ken and Kim (logterman) Hengeveld ('77, '77) announce the birth of Elisabeth Ann, born
June 18, 1984. She joins Daniel, 2. The Hengevelds live in Sheldon, lA, where Ken is
employed by Production Credit Association.
Ken and Nelly (Hazeu, '77) Reimer announce the birth of a daughter, Kristina Marie, born
on September 16, 1984. They live in Winnipeg, MB, where Ken is a bus operator for
Winnipeg Transit and Nelly is a homemaker.
Tom and Julie (Gabrielse) Dykstra ('77, ex '79) announce the birth of Thomas Stephen,
born June 14, 1984. Tommy joins sister Andrea, 2. Tom is pastor of Iowa Falls CRC in Iowa'
Falls.IA.
Randy and Brenda (De Boer) Nugteren (ex '81, '77) rejoice in the birth of their first child,
Amy Beth, born August 8, 1984. Randy is a survey technician for a consulting civil engineering firm and Brenda is a homemaker. They live near Leighton, lAo
Darwin and Theresa (De Jong, '77) Van Wyk announce the adoption of their first child,
Bradley Scott, who came into their home on May 25, 1984. Darwin farms near Grinnell, lA,
and Theresa teaches kindergarten three days a week at Newton Christian School.
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Bob and Jean (Faber, ex '80) Gjeltema became the proud parents of twin daughters,
Stephanie and Allyson, on February 7, 1985. The twins and Greta Lynn, 1, live with their
parents in Worcester, MA.
Dave and Wendy (Don, ex '80) Van Klinken announce the birth of a daughter, Laura Lynn,
born on November 19, 1984. She joins Melissa, 6, and lindsy, 4. They live near Prosse, WA.
len and Elaine (Nieuwsma) De Bolster ('80, '78*) announce the birth of their first child,
Rachel Leanne, born January 19, 1985. Len is a resident at Calgary General Hospital and
Elaine works part-time for a travel agency.
Jim and Cindy (Vande Vegte) Kroon ('81, '80) rejoice in the birth of Kristin Joy, born
January 21,1985, who joins Nlchole, 1. The Kroons live in Escondido, CA, where Jim works
at Escondido Ready-Mix and Cindy is a full-time homemaker.
Ted and Elizabeth (Tiesma, '80) Van Den Tempel thank God for the birth of David George,
born on April 1, 1985. The Van Den Tempels live in Poole, Ontario, where they own and
operate a dairy farm.
Tim and Gwen (Ver Burg) lyon ('80, '8'1) rejoice in the birth of their first child, Brianna
Heather, born September 23, 1984. They live in Monroe, WA, where Tim is a computer programmer and Gwen teaches part-time at Monroe Christian School.
Fred and Elizabeth (Bolt) Ensing (ex '81, ex '81) are happy to announce the birth of Erin
Elizabeth, born June 3, 1984. Fred works as a mechanic and Elizabeth is now home after
teaching for three years at John Knox Christian School in Surrey, BC.
Roy and Juanita Hoogerhyde ('81) praise God for the birth of Molly Marie, on November
11,1984. Molly joins Diana, 1. The family lives in Easton, PA, where Roy works in the plant
accounting department of Alpo Pet Foods and Juanita works at home as a full-time mom.
Paul and Denise (de Groot, '81) Scharringa rejoice in the gift of their first child, Jennifer
Renee, born February 11, 1985. The Scharringas live in S1. Catharlnes, ON, where Denise
taught grade two for three years and Paul is a buyer for a fruit and vegetable company.
Todd and Evelyn (van den Ham) McKim ('81, '81) announce the birth of Steven John, born
November 23, 1984. Evelyn is presently teaching at Christian Heritage S.chool in Brandon,
MS, and John is employed with Kelleher and Company as a chartered accountant.
Mark and Thriesa (Kolk) Hubers ('81, '83) praise God for the birth of Anna Joy on January
17, 1985. Mark and Thriesa are volunteers for CRWM, teaching at the liberian Christian
High School in Lamco-Buchanan, Liberia.
Len and June (Orange) Fakkema ('81, ex '82) praise God for the birth of Christopher Ryan,
born March 23, 1984.-He joins Calvin James, 2. The Fakkemas live in Lynden, WA, where Len
teaches 7th and 8th grade geography and PE at Lynden Christian. June is busy as a mother
and homemaker.
Pele and Lisa (Ryswyk) Ellens ('81, ·82) thank the Lord for the birth of their son Cody
James, born January 3, 1985. The Ellenses live in Niaqara-on-the-Lake, ON, where Pete is
shipping foreman at Mori Nurseries and is establishing his own peach and chicken farm.
Usa is a homemaker.
Randy and Joellen (Visser) Poel ('81, '82) are the proud parents of Nathaniel James, born
on September 25, 1984. Randy teaches science at Sheyboygan County Christian High
School and Joellen is a homemaker. They live in Oostburg, WI.
Neil and Candy (Hubers) Gelderman (ex '82, ex '81) announce the birth of Mandy Lee, born
November 27, 1984. She joins Tyler James, 1. The Geldermans live in Abbotsford, BC.
Wavern and Beverly (Groenendyk, ex '82) De Vries praise the Lord for the birth of their
son, Shawn Adam, born January 10, 1985. Wavern is vice-president of De Vries Electric in
Pella, lA, and Bev works at Vermeer Manufacturing 'as agriculture accounting supervisor.
Mark and Patti (Gartman, ex '82) Huibregtse rejoice in the birth of Joseph Mark, on
September 11, 1984. The Huibregtses live in Oostburg, WI, where Mark works at Kohler
Company and Patti works in a doctor's office.
Ed and Sue (Otte, '82) Klynsma announce the birth of Karen Joy, born January 19, 1985.
She joins Maria, 4, and Julie, 2. Ed is vice-president of Bok Tire Co. and Sue is a substitute
teacher at Hospers Christian School in Hospers, IA.
Kevin and Glenda Kok ('82) announce the birth of Kathryn Dena, born July 6, 1984. They
live in Oak Harbor, WA, where Kevin is teaching at Oak Harbor Christian School.
Scott and Mary (Buwalda) Soodsma ('82, '82) are happy to announce the birth of Abbie
Marie, born November 5, 1984. Mary is a full-time homemaker and Scott teaches and
coaches at Northern Michigan Christian School in McBain, MI.
Rod and Karen (leep) De Graaf ('82, '83) announce the birth of Kyle James, born April 10,
1984. The De Graafs live in Wadena, MN, where Rod is employed by Farmer's Home
Administration and Karen is a homemaker.
Ken and Rochelle (Terpstra) Kreykes ('83, ex '83) were blessed with the birth of a baby girl,
Kendra Janell, on August 2, 1984. Ken recently received his teaching degree and will be
teaching high school in Phoenix, AZ. Rochelle is a homemaker and teaches piano lessons.
Stanton and linda (Smit) Visser ('83, ex '83) announce the birth of Eric Wayne, born
September 27,1984. He joins Joshua, 4, and Marie, 2. The Vissers live in Lantana, FL, where
Stanton teaches at Lake Worth Christian High School and linda is a homemaker.
Loren and Kathy (Dykstra, '84) Mulder announce the birth of Elizabeth Ann, born
September 25, 1984. Loren farms in Orange City, lA, and Kathy is a homemaker.
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Professors receive awards
John
Zwart,
instructor
in
physics, recently received a Ph.D.
in experimental condensed matter
physics for a dissertation
titled,
"The Sample Dependency of the
Low Temperature
Electrical
Resistivity of Dilute Copper-Silver
Alloys,
Silver, and Palladium."
Zwart, who began his doctoral program in 1977 at Michigan State
University, defended his dissertation on April 1.
Dale Grotenhuis,
professor
of
music at Dordt College and director of Dordt's Concert Choir and
Chorale, has been named the 1985
recipient of the McCowen Award
by the Iowa Choral
Directors
Association
(ICDA). The award is
given in the name of Robert
McCowen who taught for many
years at Iowa State University and
is being presented to Grotenhuis
in honor of his work in choral
music. Grotenhuis
will be given
the award at the ICDA summer
. convention on July 29 in Mason
City,IA.
Henry De Vries, assistant professor
of agriculture
at Dordt
College,
has been awarded an
$11,000
grant
from
Cornell
University in Ithaca, NY, for the
1985-86 academic year.
The grant consists of a $6,000
Sage Graduate Fellowship and full
tuition
and fees for one year.
De Vries, who also completed an
M.A. program
at Cornell,
was
awarded the grant on the basis of
his scholastic ability and potential.
De Vries plans to earn his doctorate in floriculture and ornamental horticulture while he is on leave
from Dordt College. He will be

working
in the area of plant
physiology,
plant tissue culture,
and plant propagation. He is eligible for renewal
of the Sage
Fellowship for the remaining two
years of his three-year program at
Cornell.
Or. Wayne Tinga, professor of
engineering, was recently asked to
accept a $7,500 research grant by
the Alcoa Foundation. They would
like Tinga to do research work in
the
microwave
sintering
of
ceramics. "Sintering"
refers to the
process of using heat to cause
ceramic powder to fuse into a
solid.
Based on their knowledge of
Tinga's
previous
microwave
research, Alcoa has made money
available for purchase of anyone
piece of equipment to help Tinga
carry on his research at Dordt
College. The grant may be renewed
next year.
Dr. Rockne McCarthy, professor
of political
science
and coordinator
of the Dordt
Studies
Institute, has been commissioned
by the United States Department of
Education to write a paper outlining pluralism in education as an
alternative to the present system.
Although plans are somewhat indefinite yet, the paper is one of
four scheduled to be presented 'at
a select conference for invited participants on November 17 and 18.
The two-day session focusing on
our educational
system is being
sponsored
and funded by The
Center on Religion and Society.
William
Bennett,
Secretary
of
Education, is also expected to be
present.

Dr. Barry Rossing, representative for the Alcoa Foundation, presented Dr. Wayne Tinga
with a check at a special luncheon held in Tinga's honor.

computer chips link art and science
Most of the time Dordt's artists
and engineers see little of each
other aside from faculty meetings
and occasional
breaks around a
table in the coffee shop. In the past
several weeks Sandy Vander "Mey,
part-time instructor
in art, John
Zwart, instructor
in physics, and
Wayne Tinga, associate professor
of engineering, have changed that
pattern. In the process they have
opened up exciting
possibilities
for Vander Mey in her jewelrymaking and created new aesthetic
awareness of one of the tools of
their trade in the scientists.
It all began when Vander Mey,
who specializes in metalworking
and jewelry, asked Zwart if he had
a power unit she could use to
anodize certain metals. Anodizing
is an electrical process that will
alter and set the color of the reac"'
tive metals, titanium and niobium,
. that Vander Mey is currently using
in her work. By suspending
the
metal in fluid and regulating the
voltages of electricity sent through
the metal, a broad spectrum of colors can be obtained.
Although Zwart, whose doctoral
thesis is on metals, was eager to
learn something about anodizing,
he did not have a unit to provide
the continuous current the process
required. He sent her to Tinga, an
electrical engineer, for something
a little more refined.
From there the power unit is
almost
incidental
to the story.
While discussing the range of colors it was possible to obtain, Tinga
showed Vander Mey a blowup of a

microchip and then a sample of a
silicon wafer that Tinga had in his
office.
The rainbow of reflected colors
convinced Vander Mey they were
too beautiful to be used only in a
computer terminal. She took one
home to experiment and came up
with some arresting designs that
she has since made into brooches
and earrings.
Although most of the pieces she
has made have already sold and
she has been commissioned
to do
several other pieces using the colorful silicon chips, the experimenting must ,continue,
she says.
Because silicon, like glass, is terribly brittle, it can be difficult to
use. She is working to find designs
that will protect the chips from
shattering should they be bumped
while being worn.
So far Vander Mey has used
plexiglass coverings, but soon she
hopes to cast the pieces in resin so
she can make pieces such as rings
or bracelets.
Throughout the process Vander
Mey
frequently
visited
the
engineering building to share her
progress with the chips. Doug
De Boer,
another
electrical
engineer, who designed microcircuitry for the Hewlett·Packard corporation, was also interested in the
project. Vander May's work helped
him to see a different dimension to
a familiar part of his work. In the
process, Dordt's science building
and its art building have seemed to
edge a little closer together.

Martin Seven Writing Competition Awards announced
The Martin Seven Writing Competition is sponsored each spring by the
English faculty and funded through a
grant set up by an admirer of the college, Martin Seven. Its aim is to reach
for higher standards in creative and
critical writing. Entries are judged
blindly by all members of the English
faculty, who then confer until they

Martin Seven Writing Competition Awards for the t984-85 academic year were
recently announced. At a public reception in the Student Union Building on April
24, the following students were presented awards for their work:
Fiction:
1st place (no award given)
2nd place - "As Blue as the Arkansas Sky" (Laura Apol Obbink, Senior, Sioux
Center, IA)
3rd place - "Superman's Day" (Paul Van Beek, Junior, Randolph, WI)
Honorable Mention - "For Better or Worse" (Don Huizenga, Sophomore,
Petrolia, ON)
Poetry:
1st place - "Outside the Funerai Home" (Laura Apol Obbink)
2nd place -"Passage" (Laura Apol Obbink)
3rd place - "Pulses" (Laura Apol Obbink)
Honorable Mention - "So Long Ago Liz" (Ronald Nelson, Senior, Darlington,
PAl
Essay:
1st place - "Every First Apple" (Laura Apol Obbink)
2nd place -"Cain, Coleridge, and the Rime of the Ancient Mariner" (Laura
Apol Obbink)
3rd place - "A Woman's Place" (Laura Apol Obbink)
Best Complete Manuscript: Laura Apol Obbink

come to unanimous agreement.

Laura Apol Obblnk reads from her wort at
the awards reception.

Laura Apol Obbink, who won a
number of prizes in this year's cornpetltion, recently also won an honorable
mention at the t985 Iowa Student as
Critic Essay Competition, a statewide
competition sponsored annually by the
University of Northern Iowa. Obbink's
scholarly essay, "The Conflict Between
Nature and Grace In Eloisa and
Abelard," placed third out of many hundreds of entries submitted by students
from across the state of Iowa.
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New exchange rate program
for Canadia n students
Exchange rate will be guaranteed
Beginning in the fall of 1985,
Dordt College will alter its
Canadian exchange rate policy to
help relieve some of the extra
burden Canadian students face
when they attend Dordt.
At present, the college and the
· Pictured are the Board of Trustees members. Front row; (I to r): Dr. J.B. Hulst, Cornie
Broek, Rev. Tom Vanden Heuvel, Rev. Duane Tinklenberg, Allen Vis, Jack Brouwer. Back
student each pay half of the currow: Rev. Marvin Hofman, Harold De Vries, Henry Van Klaveren, Don Ahrenholz, Eldon
rent exchange rate. Under'the new
Dyk, Vern Meenderinck, Paul Anema, James S. Veltkamp, Charles Vaandrager, Rev.
plan students will pay a fixed rate
Norman Haan, lew Arkema, Rev. Jelle Tuininga, Delbert Broek, Wayne Graves, Ren
of 12% on the cost of their tuition,
Siebenga.
room, and board. For other expenses such as books and personal spending
money, the
busi ness office wi II exchange
"money for no less than 70%.
All financial aid will be given in
The Dordt College Board of Vanden Heuvel, Orange City, Iowa;
Trustees and the Voting Members and Rev. Peter Vander Weide, US dollars and will be deducted
gathered on March 21 and 22 for Oskaloosa, Iowa. Members-at-large
their annual meeting. During the re-elected were Paul Anema,
two days they spent together, Sanborn, Iowa; lewis Arkema,
voting members nominated people Orange City, Iowa; and Rev. John
from their denominational classes Hellinga, Sioux Center, Iowa.
to be elected by their constituenThe boards also heard and apcies and elected new board of proved reports on admissions and
trustee members.
recruitment, college finances, the
In early March, Dordt College
New Board of Trustee members bUilding
addition,
the Dordt established a new program of
elected were Roger Visser, Sioux College Studies Institute, the
financial aid for Canadian students
Center, Iowa, and- Rev. Raymond Heritage 21 Campaign, and the
which will go into effect for the
Graves, Woden, Iowa. Re·elected annual President's Report. In addlnext academic year.
were Harold De Vries, lynnville,
tion, they interviewed new canThe, Canadian Student Tuition
Iowa;
Rev. Norman
Haan,
didates for faculty positions as Assistance Fund (CANSTAF) is to
Worthington,
Minnesota; Rev. well as faculty members whose
bea
permanent
endowment
Marvin
Hofman,
Raymond,
contracts were due to be renewed. funded through gifts from friends
Minnesota;
Rev.
Thomas
and supporters of the college.
Several gifts to the fund have been
raised through designated con.
tributions
to the Heritage 21
At this time of the year many high school seniors have received or will
Campaign.
be receiving a Financial Aid Award for the 1985-86school year. Dordt
CANSTAF
grants
will
be
students will be receiving many different types of aid: institutional
awarded yearly from interest acgrantscin·aid; Dordt COllege grants, loans, and scholarships;

Board of Trustees,Voting Members
come to Dordt for annual meeting

from total charges. Work for
Institution funds, however, will no
longer be deducted as aid since
most of the money received from
working on campus is used for personal expenses.
One important stipulation of the
new policy is that all Canadian
funds must be exchanged here at
Dordt, Students who exchange
their money before they cross the
border will not be able to take advantage of the program.
For more information about this
new policy please write:
Business Office
Dordt College
Sioux Center, IA 51250

CANST AF program will help
all Canadian students

Apply for financial aid now

Supplemental Opportunity Grants; National Direct Student loans; workstudy; and Guaranteed Student loans.
To receive assistance a student must complete an application for
Financial Aid and mail it to the agency that evaluates them. These forms
can be secured from either a high school guidance counselor or the col.
lege financial aid office.
It is not too late to apply! At Dordt, funds have been held for students
still deciding whether to attend college this fall.

crued on the endowment funds
and administered by the office of
financial aid. They will be made
available in equal amounts to every
full-time Canadian student. The
amount will be announced no later
than March 1 of the school year
prior to the year for which the
awards are to be made and will be
applied in equal semester installments.
For more information about this
grant please write:
Director of Admissions
Dordt College
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250

SUMMER COURSE AT
DORDT COLLEGE
Learn word processing in four weeks

An Introduction to
Microcomputers for Adults

SUMMER COURSE AT DORDT COLLEGE
FOR PIANO TEACHERS:

is designed especially for non-students
with no previous computer experience

Piano Teaching Techniques and Literature
is designed for piano teachers
who want to:

For $20, you'll learn:
-to use a computer keyboard
-to use computer terminology
-to write a letter, using the
~-a. word processor program
Magic Window
-to write, enter, and run
simple BASICprograms

-learn various piano methods and
teaching materials
~'
-learn teaching techniques
i: -~,
-become familiar with standard
repertoire for the Intermediate level
a historical and stylistic context

~

Class dates:
June 4, 6, II, and 13

Workshop dates: June 10,11, & 12
Six sessions, 9:00 a.m.-noon, 1:00-4:00 p.m.

7:00-9:00 p.m.

Classroom Building
Room 121
Dordt College

Location: the Dordt College Music Building
Cost: $45
To register. call (712) 722-3771. ext. 6221 before June 5

i1'C Dordt

~~.

College

Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
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To register, call (712) 722-6035 before May 31.
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WQrtlen take
District 15,
lokota honors
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Jacl Engbers (sophomore, Sully, IA) prepere. to catch a 'a.' ball.

Strong defense sends Defenders
to state competition

I

Good defense and good weather
were key elements
in a 17-10
season for the Dordt women's softball team, according to women's
coach Dr. Mike Vanden Bosch.
"We
had
generally
good
weather, which helps a lot," he
said. "We've gotten in more games
this year than any other year."
The Defenders took second in
the sub-district
playoffs, the first
time the team has done so well. At
the sub-district tournament, Dordt
beat Westmar, their toughest competition, and won three out of the
four games. This qualified them to
advance to the state level, where
they won one game and lost two.
The winner of that competition,
Grandview College, went on to the
national level.
Vanden Bosch says that defense
is the team's biggest strength;
three of the games this season
were error-free.
He noted that
shortstop
Shirley
Noteboom
(sophomore,
Orange City), and
Rhonda .Doss, third base (junior,
Prospect Park, NJ), made the infield
particularly
strong.
"Both

The Dordt women's track team
won their two most important
meets this spring, even though the
team
has
few
"blue
chip"
members, said coach Dr. Syne
Altena.
The women
were cochampions of the NAIA District 15
indoor meet and won first at the
lokota conference for the third successive year.
"The other six meets we went to
were not as important,"
stated
Freshman Anne Veldman (lethbridge, AB)
soars high in her number one event, the
Altena. He explained that much
long jump. Veldman also ran relays and
larger schools, schools with highly
competed in the triple jump.
specialized
athletes,
were their
competition
at most of the meets
the
Defenders'
toughest
opthis spring.
,
ponents this year. "We don't have
The team was well-balanced and' the depth and quality that those
large, according
to Altena, and
two teams
do,"
said Altena,
although few team members won
adding, "Our team is a good alltheir individual events, usually the
around team."
team earned some poi nts in every
At this year's awards banquet,
event. He noted that freshmen , Dawn Kroon (junior, Waupun, WI)
Beth Brouwer (HUdsonville,
MI), and
Peggy
Nienhuis
(junior,
Shelly Vos (Cedar Falls, IA) and
Victoria,
BC) were named coHeidi Visscher (Platte, SD) did well
winners of the most valuable parthis spring and will be important
ticipant award. Char Vander Griend
team members in the years to
(senior, Sheldon, IA) was given the
come.
inspiration
award
and
Anne
Northern State, Aberdeen, SD, Veldman
(Lethbridge,
AB) was
and Wayne State, Wayne, NE, were
named outstanding freshman.

throw well, and they handled a lot
of balls," said Vanden Bosch.
Other strong teammates
were
catcher Jaci Engbers (sophomore,
SUlly,
IA) and
Vonda
Broek
(sophomore,
Sioux Center,
IA);
both hit well and were good, defen- '
sive players.
Junior Donna De Ruyter (Rock
Valley, IA), senior Linda Mabie
The Dordt men's tennis team
(Wyckoff, NJ), and freshman Ruth
placed
third in NAIA District 15
Draayer (Sioux Center, IAl were
this
spring
and tennis coach Len
nominated for the ail-district team.
Rhoda
says
the men worked hard
Dtaayer's pitching pulled the team
for
their
ranking.
through at times; this spring she
"Unlike
tennis
players
from
had two shut-outs in one day.
other
colleges,
m.any
of
the
tennis
Coach Vanden Bosch noted that
team members at Dordt have never
occasional
poor hitting was the
played tennis competitively
before
team's only weakness.
"Several
college. This puts us at a great
times, we have not hit very well,
disadvantage, but our athletes are
but the team has been generally
able to compensate, I think," said
well-rounded."
He added
that
working with the team has been en, Rhoda.
The team spent spring break in
joyable. "Coaching takes time, but
it's been worth it. The women are Texas, playing teams from small
Christian
oolleges
in Dallas,
easy to work with and I think a difAustin,
and San Antonio.
Fine
ferent relationship
is established
here than in the classroom. The spring weather allowed the tennis
camaraderie on the team makes it team to play outside before their
spring trip for one of the first years
fun."

Ha rd work nets third place for
't
. t
men s ennis eam
ever. Rhoda says this meant the
men were on more equal footing
with their Southern
opponents,
who play outdoors from February
until the end of the school year.
Seniors Mark Christians (Sioux
Falls, SD) and Gale Tien (Sheldon,
IA) were the team's
strongest
players, said Rhoda. "Both showed

Young baseball team shows promise
"The potential for this team is super," says men's
baseball coach Jim Woudstra. Although their 9-16
record this season is not impressive, Woudstra says
the team overcame large obstacles this season.
"Our pitching team was young, all freshmen, so
naturally
they had their ups and downs,"
said
Woudstra. He added that the pitchers had played
competitively
against other teams.
Briar Cliff and Northwestern
were the toughest
teams to beat, according to Woudstra. Both teams advanced to the district playoffs in May. At one time,

Pitcher Terry SChouten (freshman, Sioux Center, IA) throws to tIrIt
base for a double play against Northwestern College.

Dordt appeared to have a shot at the playoffs, too, but
the Defender's average was a few percentage points
low. "Our hope that we might get to the playoffs was
definitely a highlight," said Woudstra. "It was almost
as important as taking two games from Westmar in
one day."
Senior Dave Rozenboom
(Oskaloosa,
IA) was
named Most Valuable Player at the awards banquet at
the end of the year. He served as team captain and,
Woudstra says, did an "excellent"
job at second
base.
The team's potential is in its freshmen pitchers,
says coach Woudstra. Greg Van Soelen (Killduff, IA)
beat Northwestern and Westmar this season; his ERA
was an impressive 3.8.
Woudstra noted that center fielder Steve Ver Meer
(freshman, Pella, IA) shows promise as a defensive
player. "Our defense is getting better, and should be
much farther along by next year," said Woudstra.
"The team showed unity this season, a real ability to
play together."
During spring break, the team played several teams
in Texas to prepare for the spring season. Next year,
the team will play in a Christian college tournament in
Flofi'da. Woudstra and his team are looking forward to
a new spring break trip. "These men work hard and
are a good bunch of guys to coach. They came a long
way this season, and I think the team is really going to
see some improvement the next few years."
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Senior Jon Hall (Sioux Center, IA) walts tor a
serve

from a Buena

Vista opponent.

lots of playing experience. They're
good athletes, good competitors,
and ,handle, the pressure well."
Rhoda added that since tennis is
an individual sport, the pressure on
a player can be overwhelming.
Team
tennis
is played
by
matching team members against
opposing players of equal ability.
Each match involves six singles
games and three doubles games.
Generally the top six players play
the singles games; Rhoda says
this year, each of his ten team
members played in matches.
Rhoda says he enjoys teaching
the men to serve, to develop their
backhands,
and to use game
strategy. "I really enjoy coacRing
this sport," he said. "It's a 'chance
to get close to students, to work
with them, and to see results of
hard work.
,),,~.
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Faculty News
The professional involvements of Dordt
tecuttv members outside of the classroom
reveal Dordt's commitment
to provide
educational leadership in the Christian
community as well as among its own
students. By sharing these activities, we
hope to provide fellow Christians with further resources, ideas, and encouragement
as they work to be of service in Christ's
Kingdom.
John Hofland, lecturer in theater arts, led
a workshop for CSI District 6 teachers in
Racine, WI, on March 8, 1985. His presentation was titled, "An Introduction to
Puppetry: Using Creative Dramatics to
Teach Social Studies."
Dr. Russell Maatman, professor of
chemistry and fellow of the Dordt Studies
Institute this year, is writing a supptemen.
tary freshman chemistry book explaining a
Christian approach to chemistry. During
Dordt's spring break he traveled to Calvin
College, Redeemer College, and the In·
stitute for Christian Studies to discuss the
project with other Christian scholars.

The Voice, an outreach of Dordt College, is sent to you as alumni and friends
of Christian Higher Education. The Voice
is published in October, December,
March, and June to share information
about the programs, activities and needs
of the college.
Send address corrections and correspondence to: VOICE, Dordt College,
Sioux Center, IA 51250.
Editorial Committee
Sally Jongsma, editor
Deb Maatman, photographer
Lyle A. Gritters,
Vice President for Development
Publications Council
Abraham Bos, David Campbell,
Howard Hall, Rockne McCarthy,
Quentin Van Essen,
Randall Vander Mey,
Delmar Vander Zee

Dr. Louis Van Dyke, professor of history,
received notice that his article, "Hofstadter
and The Huronlte: Prairie Punditry on the
James River, 1895-1899," has been accepted for publication by the journal
Heritage of the Great Plains. In the article
Van Dyke studied the editorial policy of The
Huronite, a newspaper published in Huron,
South Dakota, during the 1890s and concluded that the differences
between
Republicans and Populists of that day have
been exaggerated by historians.
Shirley Matheis, costume designer for
the Dordt theatre arts department, has won
an award for the costuming of Vardley's
Lives, a play Dordt produced last tan. The
award was presented recently by the
American College Theatre Festival which
had sent a representative to evaluate the
production of the play.
Marion Van Soelen, Dean of Students,
gave the CSI District V Banquet Address,
"Renewed Commitment," in Pella, lA, on
March 29, 1985.
Dr. Wayne Tinga, professor of engineering, and three of his research colleagues
from the University of Alberta recently had
two papers published. The first, titled
"Eigenfrequency
Distributions
in
Multimode Rectangular Cavities," will appear in the lEE Proceedings, part H, a
British journal put out by the Institute of
Electrical Engineers. The second, "On the
Counting
of Modes in Rectangular
Cavities," was printed in the Journal of
Microwave Power, volume 19, no. 3, 1984.
Dr. John Van Dyk, professor
of
philosophy, has received an Andrew W.
Mellon Research Fellowship which permits
him to spend time this summer in the
Vatican Film Library at St. Louis University
in St. Louis, MO. Van Dyk will be continuing
his work with late medieval
Latin
manuscripts.
Recently Christian Schools International
published and distributed abocklet written
by Van Dyk. The brochure, titled "The
Beginning of Wisdom: the Nature and Task
of Christian Education," is intended to contribute to ongoing discussions of Christian
educational philosophy.

Edwin Geels, professor of chemistry, will
spend next year at the University of Guelph,
in Guelph, ON, Canada. While there he will
attend advanced graduate courses in both
organic chemistry and biochemistry and do
research in physical-organic chemistry in
the area of electrcn-sptn resonance of free
radicals.
Dr. Edward Janzen, chairman of Guelph's
chemistry department, has agreed to assist
Geels by providing a research laboratory, an
office, access to the new ESRspectrometer
(the only one of its kind at present in any
Canadian academic institution), and funds
for his research (not including salary). He
will also be designated Visiting Professor of
Chemistry, giving him access to campus
facilities, courses, and laboratories.
Randall Vander Mey has been granted a
one-year leave of absence to complete the
writing of his doctoral dissertation in
English, Radicals of Desire: Readings in the
Visionary Mode of Literature. He will spend
the year researching and writing at the
University of Iowa, where he has been
granted
office
space,
secretariat
assistance, and use of computer facilities in
University House, a publicly-funded program assisting visiting scholars and
University
of Iowa professors
on
developmental leaves. While on leave he
will also be writing a cornrrussfoned
biography of the Western Michigan artist,
Armand Mertzon.
Sandy Vander Mey, instructor in art, will
continue to work on her M.A. program in
metalworking at the University of Iowa. She
has been offered a teaching assistantship
in metalworking and jewelry for the 1985·86
school year.
Ken Venhuizen, associate professor of
sociology and social work, intends to spend
next year taking advanced courses and
gaining additional clinical experience in
marriage and family therapy while on leave
next year. He will be enrolled in a postmasters program in the Marriage Council of
Philadelphia, Department of Family Study,
Department of Psychiatry, which is part of
the University of Pennsylvania School of
Medicine.
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